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Executive Summary
Cedar Valley Park and Harmony
Valley Park are large natural open
space areas that the City of Oshawa
acquired from the Central Lake Ontario
Conservation Authority (CLOCA) in
2004. The City recognized the
significance of these sites from both a
natural and cultural resource
perspective, and purchased them to
preserve public park and open space
uses for future generations, and to allay
community fears that they may be
developed into residential subdivisions.
Both parks are designated as City level
parkland, and represent a valuable new
resource in the City’s overall park
system.
Cedar Valley Park is located north west
of Simcoe Street and Taunton Road,
and Harmony Valley Park is located
north east of Grandview Street and
Rossland Road. Cedar Valley is the
larger of the two sites at 101 acres (41
hectares). Although Harmony Valley
Park is smaller at 70 acres (28
hectares), it contains more usable
tableland (flat, open areas at the top of
the valleys) and less wooded areas.

City of Oshawa

Each park has a major creek system
running through the property. Cedar
Valley Park contains a branch of the
Oshawa Creek, which is a larger creek
with very large floodplain areas along
each side. Harmony Valley Park
contains a branch of the Harmony
Creek which is a smaller creek since it
is located near its headwaters, and the
floodplain is not as wide. The historic
Lake Iroquois shoreline also runs
through both sites as one of the valley
slopes in Cedar Valley Park and along
the north edge of Harmony Valley
Park. Both parks contain a mix of
tableland, valley lands, cultural
plantations, as well as hardwood forest
areas, wetlands, and riparian woods.
Cedar Valley is highlighted by a
number of cedar forest bottom land
areas along the creek, which provide a
unique and prehistoric experience.
Harmony Valley contains significant
hardwood forest areas, and a mix of
areas that are slowly naturalizing, as
well as portions of a provincially
significant wetland complex. As part of
the overall park and open space system
in the City, both parks will be key
destinations along city-wide greenways
and trails. Both parks are currently used
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by a wide range of users, including
hikers, naturalists, off-road bikers, dog
walkers, and runners. Harmony Valley
Park has also become an un-official off
leash park, and is used by hundreds of
dog walkers throughout the day.
Recognizing the valuable resource of
each park, and the strong similarities
between the two, the City of Oshawa
embarked on a unique master planning
process for both parks simultaneously.
A project steering committee was
formed of City staff, key stakeholders,
and community members, and a
consultant was hired to lead the
process. The master plan process that
was followed for both sites is outlined
in the chart on the following page. The
process included opportunities for
community members and key
stakeholders to provide input into the
plans in different forms including two
public meetings, a project website,
email, public comment sheets, and
verbal comments. This unique process
allowed concepts and ideas that may
not be appropriate for one park to be
considered for the other, providing for
a diverse range of recreational
opportunities.
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City Acquires Property
December 2004

Steering Committee
Meeting #1
Stakeholder Walk n’ Talk
November 2005

Terms of Reference and
Consultant Selection
September-October 2005

Background Studiesand
City Wide Strategies
Collected for
Consideration

Background Research
Inventory and Analysis
October-November 2005
Stakeholder Interviews
November 2005

Steering Committee
Meeting #2

Steering Committee
Meeting #3

Steering Committee
Meeting #4
Steering Committee
Meeting #5

Conceptual Exploration
Concept Options
November-December 2005

Preferred Concept
Development
December 2005
- January 2006

Final Master Plan
Development and
Implementation Strategy
January-April 2006

Public Meeting #1 December 2005
Public and Stakeholder
Comments
December 2005 to
January 2006

Public Meeting #2 January 2006
Public and Stakeholder
Comments
January to April 2006
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The Steering Committee and consultant
team participated in a brainstorming
session to determine the Vision for the
parks and agreed that given their
similarities the Vision for each park
was the same. Although the actual
physical enhancements proposed for
each site might differ, the overall
Vision remained the same.
The Master Plan Vision is that each
park will be:
• Accessible
• Safe
• Visible
• Community driven
• Connected
• Protected as open space
• Identifiable
• Varied in activities
• Respectful of Natural
and Cultural Heritage
• Sensitive to outside
influences
• Reflective of other
documented planning
studies
Following the Visioning exercise, a
comprehensive review of background
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information, previous studies, and an
inventory and analysis of natural and
cultural resources was undertaken.
This involved mapping and review of
the two sites features including:
elevation, topography, vegetation,
wildlife, fish habitat, existing
structures, existing trails,
archaeological potential, historic aerial
photographs, and significant views
within the two parks.
This information led to the exploration
of three distinct concepts for each site.
The concepts that were explored for
each site were:
1. Maximize Active Recreation Use
2. Cultural/Historical Celebration
3. Celebrate Natural Systems and
Ecology with Preservation and
Education
Each concept was based on
recommendations identified in previous
planning studies, current trends in parks
and recreation and guidance from City
staff and the steering committee. The
concepts were intended to give ideas of
the range of possibilities for each site,
and reviewed the level of impact of
proposed amenities. The goal of the

City of Oshawa

concept exploration was to generate
discussion and comments to determine
what activities were appropriate for
each site.
The three concepts for each park were
presented to the Community at a joint
public open house in order to create
awareness for each park and to receive
the public’s input to the ideas that had
been generated. The results of the open
house gave a clear statement from the
public, that natural preservation should
be the number one priority for both
parks. Harmony Valley Park also had a
large response to maximize the size of
off leash areas, to greater respect the
existing use of the site.
Following the public open house, the
three concepts were refined considering
steering committee input, previous City
studies, stakeholder comments, and
public comments. A preferred concept
plan was prepared for each site, to
reflect a balance between the many
different factors affecting the site. The
preferred concepts were presented to
the public at separate open houses for
each park, due to the amount of interest
shown for each project. The public
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submitted comment sheets at the
meeting and additional comments were
submitted following the meeting via email and telephone. The preferred
concepts were also made available on
the City’s website for review by the
public.
Based on the steering committee input,
previous City studies, stakeholder
comments, and public comments from
the second open house, a final master
plan was prepared for each site.
The primary focus of the Cedar Valley
Park Master Plan is to improve the
existing features of the site, provide
access, and respect the residential
neighbours that surround the site. The
concept statement is to “Preserve
Existing Natural Systems and
Ecology”. The primary elements of the
plan include: habitat restoration and
management; no sports fields or
actively programmed areas; focus on
minor improvements and
enhancements; and emphasis on
providing a clear, accessible trail
system. The plan focused on providing
trail improvements and connections,
community access, and maintenance
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and safety improvements. A small off
leash area is also proposed for
implementation on the east side of
Simcoe Street.

master plan for the site and take greater
steps towards preservation and limiting
higher impact activities within each
park.

The concept statement for Harmony
Valley Park is to “Preserve Significant
Natural Systems, and Provide Varied
Recreation Opportunities”. The major
elements of the park include: providing
active recreation in open areas with less
significant vegetation; habitat
restoration and management; focus on
trail systems; provide a significant
sized off leash area (the first in the City
of Oshawa); provide furnishings,
benches; and improve parking and
access. The Master Plan calls for a
historically themed central zone, based
on the cultural farm/homestead nature
of the area due to European settlement
influences. It includes buildings,
playgrounds and interpretive
opportunities to allow the theme to be
celebrated as part of the parks unique
design, such as the Homestead Hub
Building, the Great Lawn, the Shed,
woodlots, fields and meadows.

On the following page is the master
plan for Harmony Valley Park. The
details of the Cedar Valley Park Master
Plan, are available in a separate report
for the park.

The final master plans for both parks
are consistent with CLOCA’s previous

4
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Due to the size of these park properties,
the implementation of the master plan
for each site will need to be completed
over a number of years. The Steering
Committee and consultant team
identified priorities for implementation
for each site. The highest priority items
included basic improvements to make
the parks safe and allow access by the
public, interpretive educational
strategies, ongoing management of the
natural areas of the parks, and basic
improvements to existing trails. These
items can largely be undertaken at
minimal costs to the City, and also
represent opportunities to partner with
various organizations. As part of the
implementation strategy, a number of
groups that could be potential partners
were identified. These groups could
contribute resources through a variety
of means including volunteer work,
technical expertise and advice, and
monetary or material donations. These
groups include: The Oshawa Durham
Area Walkers Group (ODAWG ),
Soccer Council, Boy/Girl Scout groups,
Durham Police, Oshawa Garden Club,
Local and Regional Trail Groups,
Neighbourhood Associations.

City of Oshawa

The Master Plans for Cedar Valley
Park and Harmony Valley Park were
the result of an in-depth process. The
City’s vision, the community’s input,
the consultant team’s experience,
combined with two unique natural
areas, have led to plans that will
provide large natural areas, preserved
in the heart of the City, while also
providing diverse recreation
opportunities for City residents.

6
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1.0 Introduction
In 2004, the City of Oshawa acquired
two conservation area properties from
the Central Lake Ontario Conservation
Authority (CLOCA). This acquisition
significantly increased the City’s Park
and Open Space holdings and the
capacity of the City to provide nature
oriented day-use destinations for
residents and visitors and additional
potential for active recreation usage.
Harmony Valley Park is a City level
park located on Grandview Street
North between Rossland Road East and
Taunton Road East. The site is
approximately 70 acres (28ha) with a
significant portion of tableland to the
north as well as two significant
woodlots. Within the site, there is a mix
of habitats including: hardwood forests,
coniferous plantations, open fields,
meadows, wetlands, and floodplains.
The historic Lake Iroquois Shoreline
runs along the north edge of the site
and is a unique geological feature. The
site is located near the headwaters of
Harmony Creek, which flows through
the park from northeast to southwest.

City of Oshawa

The site also has a high potential for
historical settlement given its location
along a creek corridor.
The Harmony Valley site is intensively
used by walkers, hikers, runners, and
nature enthusiasts. It is especially
popular as an unofficial leash free dog
park. The park is a welcome contrast
from the surrounding residential
developments that have encroached on
it over time.
Prior to CLOCA purchasing the
Harmony Valley site it was the home of
the “Buckaroo Ranch”, a children’s
dude ranch that served the City of
Oshawa and greater community for a
number of years. Remnants of this
camp still exist on site, demonstrating
the history and evolution of the park.
Following the purchase of the property
by CLOCA in 1968, minor
improvements were made including the
establishment of picnic areas and a dayuse recreation centre that was operated
by the City of Oshawa.
In 1977, CLOCA prepared a master
plan for the site to allow for planned
development in order to alleviate the
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issues and demands being caused by
increased community use of the site.
Today, the remnants of this
development remain on the site.

The City of Oshawa has undertaken a
Master Plan Study for the park, to
determine the most appropriate use as a
part of the overall open space system of
the City, and as it relates to the
surrounding community. The Master
Plan will require a sensitivity that
achieves a balance between the ecology
of the lands and the diverse recreation
needs of the urban community. The
process included public information
sessions and additional comments were
received by email. This report describes
the planning process and the resulting
master plan for the park.
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2.0 Master Planning
Process
The master plan for Harmony Valley
Park included an active process that
involved the community, various
stakeholder groups and a project
steering committee.
The project steering committee was
made up of representatives from City
departments (Parks, Recreation,
Planning), City Councilors, the Soccer
Council, the Ball Diamond Council, as
well as four members of the
community. The steering committee
provided guidance and input
throughout the planning process,
including information on
previous/current relevant studies,
community wide needs, and input from
the community members.
Following a project initiation meeting
with City staff, the consultant team met
with the project steering committee and
participated in a “Walk n’ Talk”
session at the project site. This included
a site walk with the committee
members and invited stakeholders to

City of Oshawa

brainstorm opportunities and issues that
were present on the site. At this
meeting a Vision statement for the park
was agreed upon by the steering
committee and consultant team.
The consultant team then completed the
inventory, analysis and background
research, including numerous site
visits, and prepared project boards
summarizing the findings. Various
stakeholders were contacted and
interviewed, to gain additional input
and programmatic ideas for the
conceptual exploration phase. Three
unique design concepts for the site
were explored, which were presented to
the steering committee. This
information was then presented to the
community at Public Meeting #1.
Based on comments received from the
community, stakeholder input,
information from other city planning
documents, and guidance from the
steering committee, a preferred concept
was developed for the site. This
preferred concept was presented to the
community at Public Meeting #2.
Comments were submitted by attendees
as well as by email following the
meeting. After considering the
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comments received from the
community, other city planning
documents, and guidance from the
steering committee and City staff, the
final master plan was developed. A cost
estimate and implementation strategy
was discussed with the steering
committee, and priorities for
implementation were identified. All
information from each meeting was
also made available on the City’s
website for review.
This unique planning process was
intended to generate as many
opportunities for public and stakeholder
involvement as possible. Community
input was obtained from the general
public members on the steering
committee, the Stakeholder Walk n’
Talk session, stakeholder interviews,
the two public sessions, the website and
email comments. The master plan
process kept the public well informed
as to the status of the project, and
encouraged a variety of input.
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The planning process is summarized in
the following chart.

City Acquires Property
December 2004

Steering Committee
Meeting #1
Stakeholder Walk n’ Talk
November 2005

Terms of Reference and
Consultant Selection
September-October 2005

Background Studiesand
City Wide Strategies
Collected for
Consideration

Background Research
Inventory and Analysis
October-November 2005
Stakeholder Interviews
November 2005

Steering Committee
Meeting #2

Steering Committee
Meeting #3

Steering Committee
Meeting #4
Steering Committee
Meeting #5
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Conceptual Exploration
Concept Options
November-December 2005

Preferred Concept
Development
December 2005
- January 2006

Final Master Plan
Development and
Implementation Strategy
January-April 2006

Public Meeting #1 December 2005
Public and Stakeholder
Comments
December 2005 to
January 2006

Public Meeting #2 January 2006
Public and Stakeholder
Comments
January to April 2006
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3.0 Vision
After a brainstorming session with the
steering committee the following
Vision for the park was developed.
The Master Plan Vision is that the park
will be:
• Accessible
• Safe
• Visible
• Community driven
• Connected
• Protected as open space
• Identifiable
• Varied in activities
• Respectful of Natural
and Cultural Heritage
• Sensitive to outside
influences
• Reflective of other
documented planning
studies (Parks,
Recreation and Culture
Strategy; Outdoor
Sports Facilities Study,
Cycling Master Plan,
etc.)

City of Oshawa

The Vision is intended to provide a
park that is sensitive to the needs of the
community, cognizant of the overall
park and recreation goals of the City,
and respectful of the natural heritage of
the site. It is intended to provide a
unique park experience that can be
enjoyed by all residents of the City.

10
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4.0 Inventory and Analysis

4.1 Background Information

During the inventory and analysis
phase, the team investigated the site:
reviewing background information, site
visits, researching its history, studying
maps and aerial photographs of the site
and the city, and meeting with key
stakeholders in the project. The team
studied the contextual resources around
the property, the area’s history, and its
natural and cultural resources. After
analyzing this information the team
derived the site’s opportunities and
constraints. The maps that evolved can
be found in the following pages of this
section.

The Cedar Valley Park site has been
subject to a number of studies related to
park master planning, recreation needs,
and environmental information. Studies
that were reviewed as part of the
background research phase included:
• Harmony Valley Conservation
Area Master Plan Report,
Central Lake Ontario
Conservation Authority,
February 1977. *
• Parks, Recreation and Culture
Strategic Plan, ReThink Group,
June 2005
• Outdoor Sports Facility Study
Final Report, Monteith Brown
Planning Consultants and
Rodger Todhunter Associates,
May 2004.
• City of Oshawa Official Plan
• MNR Wetland Evaluation,
September 2005 - HarmonyFarewell Iroquois Beach
Wetland Complex. Ministry of
Natural Resources. 2005.
• Rossland Road Extension EA.
MMM for the Region of
Durham. Currently Underway.
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•

•
•
•

•

CLOCA Strategy for the
Provision of Outdoor
Recreation Facilities.
Leisureplan International Inc.,
1991.
Harmony Valley Conservation
Area Planning Assessment.
CLOCA. 1990s. *
Report on Harmony Valley
Conservation Area. CLOCA.
1999 *
Creating Our Tomorrow,
Oshawa’s Community Strategic
Plan, City of Oshawa. February
2005.
City of Oshawa Cycling Study.
Victor Ford and Associates.
1999.

A number of these studies specifically
related to the site (marked with *) are
part of the Background Information and
Public Input Report, and are available
from City staff for review.
A summary of major recommendations
and issues from these reports that
related to the Harmony Valley Park
Master Plan are highlighted in the
following sections.

Harmony
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Oshawa Official Plan
The Oshawa Official Plan identifies the
site as a City level park and designates
a portion of the park to be developed
for Community level park purposes
which are primarily intended to
accommodate active sports and
recreational activities. City level parks
are “intended to serve residents
throughout the City of Oshawa through
the provision of major park and
recreational opportunities or cultural
facilities, that perform a distinctive
function on a City-wide basis. City
parks may also be established to
preserve natural features such as scenic
vistas, creek valleys, the lakefront and
other areas.” Specific facilities may
include (but not be limited to): civic
sports centres, cultural or entertainment
centres, historical sites, sports fields,
tennis or other court sports, landscape
areas for passive use, areas of
unstructured use, parking areas,
lighting, benches, picnic tables,
restrooms, change rooms, walkways
and decorative fountains. The
minimum size of a city park is 12 ha
for sports and other recreational areas.

City of Oshawa

The size of passive natural City parks
may vary and be sufficient to contain
significant or unique physical features.
The Official Plan also identifies
pedestrian walkways, bicycle paths and
open space linkages between parks and
adjacent uses as features to be
considered.
The Official Plan proposes the
development of a pedestrian and
bicycle system that affords the
opportunity for recreation and travel in
the City.
Oshawa’s Community Strategic Plan
The first strategic plan for the City of
Oshawa was developed in 2004. Key
recommendations from this strategy
include: a Green and Sustainable
Community, a proactive approach to
environmental management and
protection, further development of the
city’s trail systems and increased
community involvement in “greening”
and “clean up” initiatives. It also looks
at improving pedestrian and bicycling
systems in the City and increasing
accessibility of amenities to all
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residents. It highlights the importance
of environmental features such as Lake
Ontario, the Oak Ridges Moraines and
the Iroquois shoreline, which runs
through the site. It highlights the
increased growth in the northern part of
the City, which will lead to an
increased need for services, including
parks for this district.
Vision 2020: Parks, Recreation and
Culture Strategy
The Parks, Recreation and Culture
Strategy was developed to become a
blueprint to guide the provision of
parks, recreation and culture services
and facilities till 2020. This report
identified current features of Oshawa’s
system that were enjoyed by residents,
such as the trail system. It also
identified a number of items that
needed to be improved, such as
expansion and connections of the trail
system. This report identified a
deficiency at the community and city
wide park levels to accommodate
clusters of high level, lighted sports
facilities. An additional weakness is the
lack of east west trail connections
between the north-south oriented river

Harmony
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valleys. It identifies the expansion of
the trail system as a priority, eventually
providing a connection from the
Waterfront Trail to the Oak Ridges
Moraine trail.
The report identified the following
areas that are under increasing demand:
• Arts and culture programming
and events
• Festivals of all types
• Appreciation for natural
heritage, and the need for
associated programming and
venues
• Linear outdoor recreation
activities and open space
corridors
• Large nature oriented
parks/open spaces and
associated programming and
habitat protection
• Emerging sports such as
ultimate frisbee, in-line hockey,
in-line skating, cricket, and field
hockey

City of Oshawa

Outdoor Sports Facilities Study

CLOCA Harmony Valley Master Plan

The Outdoor Sports Facilities Study
was prepared in 2004. The purpose of
the study was to review Oshawa’s
current outdoor sports facilities and
resources (parks, sports fields, open
spaces, parking, public washrooms,
etc.) and to determine future facility
requirements as they relate to planned
growth within the City. Key points
highlighted in the study include:
• A significant shortage of
regulation sized soccer fields
• Unauthorized use of fields and
overuse leading to maintenance
issues
• A shortage of lit tournament
level ball diamond facilities
• Need for facilities for emerging
sports/activities such as ultimate
frisbee, cricket and field
hockey, as well as multipurpose fields

In 1977, CLOCA prepared a master
plan for the Harmony Valley site.
CLOCA planned to develop a multipurpose day-use conservation area and
preserve the Harmony Creek Valley.
The goal of the master plan was: “to
develop a day use recreational area to
satisfy an important urban function
provided that the site’s integrity
remains intact.” Specific objectives
included: preservation of the sensitive
areas of the site; encourage heavier
recreational use within the area capable
of higher development; improve the
aesthetic and natural quality of those
areas presently void of any natural
characteristics; and provide year round
recreational facilities for use. Major
components of the CLOCA Master
plan included: a fitness trail including
equipment stations throughout the site;
bridges; stream and erosion control
improvements; washroom and change
room facilities; picnic areas;
playgrounds; ecological enhancements;
hard-surfaced recreational use areas;
and restricted trails through sensitive
areas. The plan also recommended trail
linkages to the Harmony Creek trail to

Specific recommendations for the
Harmony Valley site included:
undertaking a master plan to consider
active sports field.

13
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the south and to future trails along the
hydro corridors. Other
recommendations include the
acquisition of additional wooded lands
to the south and east of the site to
further expand the park area.
Staff Report on Off Leash Uses
City of Oshawa Staff prepared a staff
report in 2001 regarding the provision
of off leash areas for dogs and their
owners. This report covered a range of
topics including case study review of
other municipalities, level of
community involvement, potential rules
and regulations and also identified and
ranked potential sites in Oshawa that
would be suitable for off leash areas.
The top two sites identified for an off
leash park were Harmony Valley Park
and Cedar Valley Park. The report
recommended involving a user
group/association to assist in the
monitoring, implementation and
maintenance efforts of any leash free
areas. Council has further directed staff
to consider off leash uses in the
preparation of the master plans for the
two park sites identified.

City of Oshawa

Rossland Road EA Report
The Rossland Road EA Study was
undertaken to review options for the
extension of Rossland Road. The study
looked at three alignments, all south of
the park property. City planning staff
has recommended that the City endorse
the final report with the preferred
alignment (#2). This alignment is
furthest south from the site and has the
least potential future impacts on the
park. If the other alignments were
considered there would still be no
impact on the park property, but future
expansion of the park into the
environmentally sensitive forest lands
south of the park would be limited.

14
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City of Oshawa Cycling Study
The City of Oshawa undertook a City
wide study of cycling and trail facilities
in 1999. It highlighted Oshawa’s
potential to be a great cycling City for a
number of reasons including:
• The majority of the urban area is
compact, relatively flat, and
focused on a centrally located
downtown. Oshawa is a good scale
of city to make cycling a
convenient and practical mode of
transport.
• There are already well established
trails along the Oshawa Creek and
Harmony creek, which are long,
continuous and for the most part
within forested valley lands. They
are already popular with the public
and the future cycling network
should build on their success.
• The Waterfront Trail allows cycling
along the Lake Ontario shore, but is
close enough to the rural
countryside to offer an accessible
amenity for recreational cycling.

City of Oshawa

•
•
•

Off-road pathways
Exclusive-use on-road cycling lanes
Wide curb lanes (for experienced
cyclists)

The proposed network includes a range
of facilities to provide a well
connected and continuous network
throughout the City. The study includes
primary linkages to the Harmony
Valley Park site along the Harmony
Creek as part of the overall network.

Through public involvement the
following were identified as ideal
cycling facilities:

15
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4.2 Context
4.2.1 Overall Contextual Analysis
The consultant team started with a
broader task and looked at the park and
recreational resources available
throughout the City and the area
surrounding the site. Harmony Valley
Park is part of a larger open space
system. The City has over 100 parks
and a well developed valley trail
system, which in the future, is planned
to extend up to this site and beyond.
Eventually the trails will form a loop
around the City, connecting Lake
Ontario, City Hall and neighbourhoods
throughout the City primarily along
Oshawa and Harmony Creeks.
Harmony Valley Park is a key eastern
destination of the east-west greenway
connection between the park and Cedar
Valley Park, another large City owned
park. It is also a key northern
destination for trail and greenway
linkages from Easton Park in the south.
As a large natural area and part of the
valley system, this site has the
opportunity to be a unique destination
in the overall system.

16
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4.2.2 Local Context
Harmony Valley Park is located in the
northeast corner of the City, and is
located southeast of Grandview Street
and northeast of Rossland Road.
Harmony Creek runs through the
southeast corner of the site and
continues southwest to Easton Park.
This area of the City has been
experiencing rapid residential
development and the site is already
being surrounded by residential
subdivisions. To the north, west, and
east, residential subdivisions have been
or are being constructed. To the south,
there is a significant forested area in
private ownership that separates the site
from future residential developments.
Through this adjacent forest, the future
Rossland Road extension is proposed.
As discussed previously, the extension
is currently being studied as part of an
Environmental Assesment (EA), and
was reviewed as part of the process. At
the southwest corner of the site is a
former landfill site, which is in private
ownership. The official plan designates
the woodlots to the south and east of
the site as open space and future
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connections to them should be
considered.
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See Local Context Figure
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4.3 Natural Resources
In order to evaluate the natural
resources of the site, a number of
mapping exercises were performed to
analyze slopes, elevation, hydrology,
soils, and vegetation. Geographic
Information Systems (GIS) mapping
was used to document the existing
resources on-site and to analyze the
suitability of the different areas for the
various programmatic items. Site visits
supplemented this information and
determined, more specifically, some of
the existing trails and worn paths that
existed on site, as well as general
vegetation and sensitive habitat
locations.
4.3.1 General Physiography
The study area is located within the
Iroquois Plain physiographic region of
Southern Ontario, which includes the
lowland bordering Lake Ontario that
was inundated by a body of water
known as Lake Iroquois when the last
glacier was receding. Its old shorelines,
including cliffs, bars, beaches, and
boulder pavements are easily
identifiable features, while the
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undulating till plains above stand in
strong contrast to the lake bottom,
which has been smoothed by wave
action or lacustrine deposits. The
Iroquois plain extends around the
western part of Lake Ontario, from the
Niagara River to the Trent River, and
conditions in the lake plain vary
greatly.
Harmony Valley falls within the
section of the plain between
Scarborough and Newcastle. Across the
Regional Municipality of Durham, the
Iroquois plain has a fairly constant
pattern. The old shoreline is well
marked by bluffs or gravel bars, while
immediately below it is a strip of
boulder pavement and sandy offshore
deposits, which varies from one half to
three miles in width. (Chapman and
Putnam, 1984).
Harmony Valley Park is composed of
varying terrain including flat
tablelands, which were originally
beneath the former Lake Iroquois, and
steep slopes and low-lying floodplain
carved out by Harmony Creek
(CLOCA, 1977). The study area is
bounded on the north by the Lake
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Iroquois shoreline and in the southeast
by a maple beech woodlot (CLOCA,
1999).
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4.3.2 Elevation
Harmony Valley Park is characterized
by significant changes in elevation.
Generally the elevations are falling
from north to south, with the highest
elevation being at the top of the
Iroquois Shore. The highest point of the
site is at a Geodetic elevation of 163m.
The lowest Geodetic elevation is 128m.
This change in elevation is evidenced
in the steep valley slopes, and the
Iroquois shoreline, which provide the
opportunity for scenic views.
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4.3.3 General Topography
Harmony Valley Park consists of three
major topographical units. These
include tableland, valley slope and
bottomland (valley bottom). Tableland
represents the largest topographical unit
at the site. The tableland is flat to
gently rolling with the majority
vegetated by cultural meadow. Local
depression areas include the Hydro
right-of-way at the north end of the
park, which provides local wetland
habitat.
Branch 4 of Harmony Creek travels
through the area from northeast to
southwest generally bisecting the park.
The valley slope to the watercourse is
moderate and is vegetated with mature
tree cover.
The bottomland supports wetland
habitat units recently identified as part
of the Harmony-Farewell Iroquois
Beach Wetland Complex. This branch
of Harmony Creek is managed as
coldwater but contains mostly
warm/cool water species.
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4.3.4 Slope
Harmony Valley Park consists of two
general types of slopes, the steep valley
slopes, and the flatter tableland and
bottom land areas. The slope diagram
shows the general distribution of slopes
across the site. Most of the flatter areas
of the site, which are shown in green to
yellow, are suitable for a majority of
park development/ program items and
can be developed into recreational
fields, buildings, trails and other
general and special uses. The steeper
sloped areas, shown as light orange to
dark orange, are not as suitable for
general park uses but can be preserved
for natural enhancement or trails.
Some of the steepest areas, shown in
red, could be susceptible to landslide or
instability if developed. These areas
are most suitable for preservation and
natural restoration and enhancement. It
is possible that hiking trails could be
installed through these areas with
special care taken to stabilize the
slopes.
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4.3.5 Vegetation
The site contains a large area of
cultural meadow that was associated
with the use of the park for summer
camps and other education purposes.
The forest cover is primarily associated
with the valley land and forest blocks at
the north and south ends of the park.
The meadow area between the access
road and the former parking area is
regenerating to a cultural thicket
community.
The valley slope is mostly sugar maplebeech forest with associate species such
as white ash (Fraxinus americana),
ironwood (Ostrya virginiana) and red
oak (Quercus rubra). The large forest
area at the south end of the park is part
of a large forest patch that extends
south to the proposed Rossland Road
extension. The forest community type
at the south end of the site is identified
as fresh-moist hemlock-hardwood
mixed forest (Niblett Environmental
Associates Inc. 2001).
A small patch of dry-fresh sugar maple
deciduous forest also occurs at the
north end of the site between the hydro
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right-of-way to the south and the
residential development to the north.
This community is dominated by sugar
maple and also includes American
beech (Fagus grandifolia) and white
ash (Fraxinus americana).
A forest patch occurs between the
northerly cultural meadow and the
hydro right-of-way. The forest is
mapped by CLOCA as coniferous
forest. At the time of the
reconnaissance the forest was identified
to consist of eastern white-cedar with
remnant orchard or old field species,
including hawthorn (Crataegus sp.) and
apple (Malus sp.). It was also
identified that European buckthorn
(Rhamnus cathartica) was abundant in
this forest. This community is
identified to have a significant spring
flora.
An area of cultural woodland occupies
the west limit of the park in the south
and central area. This community
includes a scattering of planted maples
and ash with some developing shrub
cover and an old field ground cover
that includes some meadow marsh.
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4.3.6 Wildlife
Wildlife habitat is provided by the
forest habitat associated with the
tableland forest patches and the
continuous forested valley land of the
Harmony Creek branch. The cultural
woodland and meadow marsh also
provide habitat for wildlife. The
cultural meadow has been used for
summer camp activities and dog
walking and appears to have been
maintained over the years as it is
composed of short grass.
Bird species recorded from the area
include records provided by CLOCA
(1984). Although the record is old, the
species presented here from that list is
consistent with the type of habitat that
is available. A separate account of rare
species sightings and assessment is also
presented.
The forest cover provides habitat for a
variety of woodland species that
include raptors, other woodland
species, and field and thicket species.
Some species would only use the site
during migration and would not nest.

Investigations carried out for the
Rossland Road Extension EA included
an inventory of bird species several of
which were recorded to occupy habitat
immediately adjacent to the site
boundary. The type of habitat present
in this woodland is similar to that
described in the EA report. Regionally
rare bird species that use this area could
also potentially use the wooded areas of
the site.
The forest is also part of a larger forest
block that provides interior forest
habitat. Several species identified as
forest interior species would use this
habitat (Niblett Environmental
Associates Inc. 2001).
Herpetofauna recorded during the EA
included a number of amphibian
species that occupy similar habitat to
what occurs on site including the
presence of potential spring breeding
ponds. Species likely present are listed
in the following table.
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Existing and Potential Wildlife and Bird Species
Mammals

Amphibians/Reptiles

Birds

white-tailed deer (Odocoileus virginiana)
eastern chipmunk (Tamias striata)
red squirrel (Tamiasciurus hudsonicus)
eastern cottontail (Sylvilagus floridanus)
raccoon (Procyon lotor)
red fox (Vulpes vulpes)
wood frog (Rana sylvatica)
western chorus frog (Pseudacris triseriata)
spring peeper (Pseudacris crucifer)
Red-backed salamander
Raptors:
sharp-shinned hawk (Accipter striatus)
cooper’s Hawk (Accipiter cooperii)
red-shouldered hawk
red-tailed hawk (Buteo jamaicensis).
Woodland species:
ruffed grouse (Bonas umbellus)
American woodcock (Scolopax minor)
black-billed cuckoo (Coccyzus erythropthalmus)
eastern screech-owl (Megascops asio)
barred owl (Strix varia)
downy woodpecker (Picoides pubescens)
pileated woodpecker (Dryocopus pileatus)
eastern wood-pewee (Contopus virens)
great-crested flycatcher (Myiarchus crinitus)
blue jay (Cyanocitta cristata)
white-breasted nuthatch (Sitta carolinensis)
house wren (Troglodytes aedon)
wood thrush (Hylocichla mustelina)
solitary vireo (Vireo sp.)
rose-breasted grosbeak (Pheucticus ludovicianus)
eastern towhee (Pipilo erythrophthalmus)
white-throated sparrow (Zonotrichia albicollis)
warbler species (Dendroica sp)
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Field and thicket species:
Killdeer
upland sandpiper
willow flycatcher (Empidonax traillii)
least flycatcher (Empidonax minimus)
eastern kingbird (Tyrannus tyrannus)
yellow warbler (Dendroica petechia)
chipping sparrow (Spizella passerina)
savannah sparrow
song sparrow (Melospiza melodia)
eastern meadowlark
northern oriole
American goldfinch.
Other potential species:
broad-winged hawk (Buteo platypterus)
sharp-shinned hawk
pileated woodpecker
hairy woodpecker (Picoides villosus)
Canada warbler (Wilsonia canadensis)
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4.3.7 Fish and Aquatic Habitat
Harmony Creek branch 4 is the major
fish habitat at the site. It is described as
coolwater habitat with the benthic
invertebrate composition indicating
good water quality conditions. The
branch may provide potential rainbow
trout habitat pending results of fish
habitat restoration studies south of the
site. Other species recorded from the
vicinity include fathead minnow
(Pimephales promelas), blacknose
dace, creek chub (Semotilus
atromaculatus) and white sucker,
species typically identified as
warmwater. Groundwater seepage to
the watercourse is scattered throughout
different parts of the watershed and
contributes to baseflow and the
temperature regime, but is not enough
to support a coldwater fish community.
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4.3.8 Sensitive Ecological Areas
Sensitive habitat identified at the site
includes the vernal pool area located in
the maple – hemlock forest at the south
end of the park (A). This area floods in
the spring and, based on recent adjacent
investigations, it is likely that this
habitat supports breeding woodland
frogs. This area should be protected
from any increased trail use. There are
informal trails through this area and,
with increased use there is the potential
for impact to this habitat.
Due to the historical use of the area, the
valleylands are worn with trails that
include compacted soils, some
unplanned water crossings and
disturbance to vegetation. The
valleyland through the park is generally
narrow and its use by both people and
wildlife reduce the habitat potential for
wildlife. One area in the central
valleyland (C) has an unplanned
crossing and trail impacts. This
crossing site should be removed and the
trail area restored (revegetation,
signage). The footbridge at the
southwest corner (B) is experiencing
potential undermining of the structure
based on channel flow and the current
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structure in the bed of creek is a barrier
to fish movement. The hardwood
forest (D) at north end of the property
adjacent to development is also
significant, and park features should be
minimized.
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4.3.9 Harmony-Farewell Iroquois
Beach Wetland Complex
This wetland complex was identified as
provincially significant in September
2005 (MNR 2005). It includes a large
number of wetland units (70) that
extend easterly from Harmony Valley
to just west of Bowmanville Creek and
is comprised of swamp (92%) and
marsh (8%). At Harmony Valley Park,
the wetland covers the area of most of
the Harmony Creek branch valley
bottom and lower slope and the forest
patch at the north end of the park in the
area of the hydro right-of-way.
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eastern white-cedar, European
buckthorn and red-osier dogwood.
The wetland areas are shown on the
diagram. The wetland areas would not
be suitable for development of high
impact park features such as sports
fields or buildings, but trails and other
passive uses would not be restricted.

The valley bottom wetland units are
identified as swamp and contain
species such as balsam poplar (Populus
balsamifera), red ash (Fraxinus
pennsylvanica), eastern white-cedar
(Thuja occidentalis), red-osier
dogwood (Cornus stolonifera), heartleaved willow (Salix eriocephala), reed
canary grass (Phalaris arundinacea),
jewelweed (Impatiens capensis),
sensitive fern (Onoclea sensibilis) and
bulblet fern (Cystopteris bulbifera).
The tableland forest patch wetland
similarly contains balsam poplar,
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4.3.10 Soils
Most of the site contains soils that are
reasonably suited for most park
activities. There are some soils that
have poor drainage or are susceptible to
flooding, making them less suitable for
intensive development but acceptable
for trails and natural restoration.
The site soils are:
• Guerin: The primary soil on site,
located to the west of the creek. The
soil is developed from calcareous
loam till. The till is light brownish
grey in color and contains
numerous limestone fragments.
Characterized by: very gentle to
gentle slopes, slow external
drainage due to the slopes, and slow
internal drainage. The soil contains
stones and boulders that are easily
removed. Drainage is the main
limiting factor for this soil but, with
improved drainage, does not have
other significant limitations.
Erosion is not a problem.
• Bottomland: Located long the creek
corridor. These soils are generally
found along stream courses, which
are subject to flooding. It is usually

•

composed of alluvial materials that
vary considerably in texture. Soils
are often fertile. Flooding of the
soils is the primary limiting factor,
making it unsuitable for buildings
or other major elements.
Muck: Located to the west of the
creek. Muck soil is an organic soil
in which the organic materials are
well decomposed and may contain
inorganic materials. The
topography is often depressional to
level, drainage is poor, and the
water table is generally high much
of the year. Poor drainage and a
high water table restrict major
development.

(Reference Note: The soils information
was taken from the Soil Survey of
Durham County, Ontario.)
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4.3.11 Hydrology
Harmony Valley Park falls within the
Harmony Creek watershed. The areas
directly adjacent to the creek corridors
generally all drain towards the creek.
However, as the site is near the
headwater of the stream, much of the
area northwest of the creek corridor
actually drains parallel with the creek,
to an existing ditch at the landfill site,
before entering the creek off site. The
areas southeast of the creek are very
flat. Contour information however,
shows drainage to the south, away from
the creek.
The watercourse is generally small with
a limited flow and where it is located in
the watershed receives treated
stormwater runoff. Benthic
invertebrate analysis and fish
community indicate that water quality,
and therefore health, is good.
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4.4 Cultural Resources
4.4.1 Trails
Harmony Valley Park contains a
number of existing trails. All of the
trails are dirt and worn paths that have
not been improved. The existing trails
were mapped using aerial photography
and supplemented by site
reconnaissance to locate trails that were
not apparent on the aerial photograph.
In total, there are approximately 4.8 km
of worn trails throughout the site (not
including the trails through private
property). Additionally, along the
existing parking area, are
approximately 560 m of paved surfaces
currently used as trails. There are
access points to the existing trails from
the end of Pondview Court at the
stormwater management pond, at
multiple locations in the southern
portion of the site from adjacent
woodlands, from the end of Rathburn
Road along the road allowance, and
along the main park road (currently
used as a pedestrian way). A future
connection is proposed from the new
subdivision to the east of the site. An
existing trail is also present along the
utility corridor to the west of the site.
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4.4.2 Views and Vistas
There are some areas along the riparian
edge where clearings in the vegetation
allow a view of the creek valley. There
are views looking across the meadows
to the forest or riparian corridor
beyond. Due to the topography of the
site, the approach from the north
along Grandview Street allows a vista
across the whole site, although Lake
Ontario was not visible. There are long
linear views down the utility corridors
on and off the site. Finally, though not
part of the site, due to its elevated
topography, the adjacent landfill is a
location where broad views of the site
can be seen. The best views along the
creek should be further defined during
detailed design phases.
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4.4.3 Existing Structures and
Facilities
The majority of structures and facilities
found on site are remnants of the
previous development undertaken by
CLOCA. They include:
• Existing paved parking lot: in poor
condition.
• Existing park building: has not been
maintained, though appears
structurally sound.
• Existing picnic shelter: has not been
maintained, subject to vandalism
and misuse such as bonfires.
• Existing pit restrooms – not in use.
• 3 Existing bridges: two appear to be
in acceptable shape, one is subject
to erosion at footings.
• Existing maintenance buildings and
lot along Grandview Street –
requires additional assessment
• Existing entry sign: stone base with
wooden sign.
• Existing Washroom/change room
facilities that have already been
removed. Foundations remain and
should be removed.
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4.4.4 Current Site Users

Existing bridges

Existing main park building

Existing restroom

Existing picnic shelter

Existing restroom
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Current observed uses of the park were:
dog walkers, families from adjacent
neighbourhoods, hikers, runners, and
nature enthusiasts. There was evidence
of jumps constructed for BMX bikes in
the more open scrub vegetation areas
south of the site. There were limited
reports of illegal motorized vehicle use
in the park, but vehicular use of the
park is primarily non-motorized.
During the site walks, many dog
walkers were encountered, along with a
number of other users including offroad bikers and other walkers. The site
is currently used by hundreds of dog
walkers as an unofficial off leash park.
At any time of the day, when site visits
were made, there were dog walkers in
quantities ranging from 5-10 (for early
afternoon visits) to 20-30 or more (for
late afternoon or weekend visits). The
primary user group presently is the dog
walking community. There were
observations and comments from other
residents of conflicts between the dog
walkers and other site users. There is
also significant winter use such as dog
walking and skiing.
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4.4.4 History/Archaeological Potential
The site’s history has left a significant
impression on the site. A Phase 1
Archaeological Assessment was
undertaken for the park property and is
available in Appendix B. Due to the
proximity to water, the site has a high
potential for native artifacts as well as
early European settlement artifacts.
Historic mapping shows that two
historic structures were located on the
site. During the phase 1 assessment, no
obvious signs of native earthworks or
features were discovered. Additionally,
no physical remnants were noted of the
homestead buildings that are shown in
the archaeological report. The site
could potentially contain rich historical
resources that should be recognized as
the park development continues.
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southeast are both shown to be present
in the 1927 aerial photograph, and
appear to have been minimally
disturbed since.

Historically, the aerial photographs
show that much of the tableland that
now contains successional vegetation
was actively cultivated as fields until at
least 1950. Sometime between 1950
and 1980 these areas were allowed to
regenerate, likely due to CLOCA’s
acquisition of the sites. The woodlots at
the very north end of the site and in the
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See Site Analysis Figure
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See Site Photos Figure
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4.5 Opportunities and Constraints
Following the completion of the
inventory and analysis and background
research, the consultant and the steering
committee brainstormed additional site
opportunities and constraints that could
impact the exploration of design
concepts. The stakeholder Walk n’ Talk
generated some additional ideas which
are included, as well as opportunities/
constraints raised by community
members encountered on site.

•
•
•
•
•

4.5.1 Opportunities
•
•
•
•

•

Nearby schools could be partnered
with for educational programs.
Connections to creek valley.
systems and greenways should be
strengthened.
Multiple pedestrian access points
provide access for the surrounding
community.
Harmony Creek is a valuable
natural resource and its health
should be preserved and improved
where possible.
Environmental education
opportunities should be capitalized

•
•
•
•
•

on (existing SWM Ponds for
education).
Variety of different spaces allows
for a unique experience
Valley and floodplain vistas should
be taken advantage of.
Parks – connections should be
made to those adjacent and near the
site.
Abundant wildlife is present on the
site. Habitat should be respected
where possible.
Archaeological potential should be
highlighted/respected in the design
of the park
Utility corridors could act as
potential open space/trail
connections
Landfill, if remediated, could allow
for future expansion of the park
site.
Existing maintenance facilities
could be used temporarily.
View of valley from top of the
Iroquois Shoreline should be
emphasized.
Existing bridge crossings appear in
acceptable shape for current use
with minor repairs.
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•
•
•
•
•

Significant frontage on Grandview
Street provides exposure for the
park.
Adjacent woodlots could
potentially be open space in the
future.
Connections between communities
should be strengthened.
Remnants of the Buck-a-Roo ranch
are still present on site and coud be
left as cultural/historical artifacts.
Connection with the adjoining
SWM pond to the east should be
formalized and made seamless.

4.5.2 Constraints
•
•
•

•

Private property issues: There is use
of the adjoining private lands for
trails. Boundaries are ill defined.
Limited access points and poor site
distance on Grandview make
vehicular entry a challenge.
Unknown future of surrounding
adjacent projects (Rossland Road,
Landfill) make planning for edges
difficult.
Landfill safety and environmental
concerns will affect the park in the
short term.
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•
•
•
•
•

•

•

Utility and easement restrictions
will need to be respected.
Significant vegetation may limit
highly programmed space
availability.
User conflicts, such as dog users
with other passive users, need to be
adequately resolved.
Water in Harmony Creek is
becoming silted by poor
construction methods.
Misuse of the park: There is
evidence of dumping within the
park. The shelter at the south side
of the park is in good condition and
is used as a gathering spot for
youth.
Current parking is not visible
enough from the street. It is too
isolated. The parking areas have not
been maintained. Parking is needed
close to any future facilities and
should be more visible.
The existing structures are not
maintained and are in poor
condition, although they appear
structurally sound.
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4.7 Off Leash Parks Research and
Background Information
The consultant team reviewed a
number of off leash parks, as well as
previous City studies on off leash areas,
in order to determine how to best
accommodate off leash users in
Harmony Valley Park.
The size of “typical” fenced off leash
parks varies with 1 ha (2.2 acres) being
the minimum acceptable size. Off
leash parks are often subject to overuse
resulting in poor turf quality or no turf.
These “typical” parks are less
conducive to allowing the dog owner to
exercise with their dog. Examples of
this type of off leash park can be found
across southern Ontario and North
America. Local examples that were
reviewed by the City of Oshawa in
previous studies and were also visited
by the consultant included:
Mississauga, Burlington, and Oakville.
This type of facility is present in
Hamilton, Brampton, Markham and
around the greater Toronto area.
Generally, for a more successful dog
park, larger areas, with multiple
paddocks, are recommended in order to
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allow for rotation between the
paddocks to allow ground cover to
regenerate.
Due to the current use of the site by
dog walkers and off leash dogs, a
review of information regarding
unfenced off leash areas was also
undertaken. This type of park has been
implemented in a number of local cities
as well as in other cities across Canada.
The City of Hamilton has unfenced off
leash areas and Bronte Creek
Provincial Park has two unfenced off
leash areas. The City of Calgary has
recently undertaken a pilot project that
allows dogs in unfenced off leash areas
in a natural environment park.
Unfenced off leash areas are also
located in Toronto. The issues that
were obtained from research and
discussion with the planners from these
organizations were as follows:
City of Hamilton:
These off leash areas were researched
by discussion with City of Hamilton
staff. No site visits were undertaken.
For unfenced off leash zones, areas are
designated as off leash by signage and
posted rules. The major points
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regarding this system in Hamilton
included:
• Few reported problems
• Lower cost to implement
• Owners tend to be respectful of
other users
• Not allowed near sports fields or
busy roads
Bronte Creek Provincial Park:
Research of this off leash area
consisted of discussion with the Site
Manager and over 20 site visits were
undertaken. There are two off leash
areas in the park. One is around a large
open field and unofficially goes
through a small corner of woodland.
The other is through a successional
meadow area and is smaller in size.
Major issues regarding these two areas
included:
• Unclear boundaries are the biggest
problem - dog owners are not aware
of the boundary and end up in areas
of the park which are not leash free.
This was noted by the site manager
and was also apparent from site
visits.
• Incidents that occurred have been
outside of the leash free areas.
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•

•
•

•
•
•
•

Users have given very positive
feedback to the project. It is highly
used and many users pay the annual
Ontario Parks fee of $110 to use the
site.
Wildlife has been affected, but this
is to be expected with an off leash
area.
The off leash areas are not
necessarily in keeping with Ontario
Parks priorities which are “preserve
and protect”.
Need for better education and
information for dog owners and
other users.
Signs designating off leash area
were subject to theft.
During site visits, no incidents of
dog/dog conflicts or dog/person
conflict were observed.
Dogs were observed interacting
with other users (adults and
children) including hikers, nature
enthusiasts and off road cyclists
without incident.
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City of Calgary, Bowmont Park Off
Leash Pilot Project:
Research on this off leash pilot project
was undertaken primarily via
information from the City of Calgary,
including discussions with the City’s
project manager for the Pilot Project.
The 5-year pilot project was
implemented in Bowmont Park in 2003
to determine the impact of allowing off
leash dog use in two pilot sites in
Bowmont Natural Environment Park.
The off leash areas will consist of over
60% of this Natural Environment Park
(this use would not otherwise be
supported by the Natural Areas
Management Plan for Bowmont
Park).
The objectives of the project are to
conduct a baseline biophysical and user
survey, conduct a 5-year biophysical
assessment and evaluation in terms of
both off leash dog use and the
increasing use associated with rapidly
growing urban community and their
interaction, and to develop restoration
strategies to optimize the park's valued
ecosystem components while allowing
for continued park use. At the end of
the test period (2009) a second
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biophysical assessment will be
conducted to re-evaluate the impact of
the off leash zones.
During this process, the City will be
maintaining consultation with
community residents and stakeholder
representatives to ensure community
and park user needs as well as Park's
management policies and requirements
are achieved.
Off leash zones will now be delineated
by signposts that clearly show when the
user is entering, or exiting, a designated
off-leash area. On leash zones will
also be specifically identified in areas
where greater clarity is required. Areas
identified as off leash pilot areas will
be evaluated over a five year period to
determine if sensitive habitats can be
restored while allowing off leash use

City of Oshawa

•
•
•
•

Need for better understanding by
users.
Quality of habitat should be
considered: rare, pristine habitat not
acceptable for leash free.
Implementation of a monitoring
plan to monitor health of natural
areas is being implemented.
Review of impacts is critical to the
success of the project.

The consultant also visited dog parks
across southern Ontario, Montreal and
Ohio, and reviewed design and
maintenance issues that were apparent
at the various dog park sites.

(information from the City of Calgary Website
and Presentation regarding Bowmont Park).

Major issues regarding the pilot project
that were discussed with the City
contact included:
• Off leash park is very large.
• A number of boundaries need to be
delineated clearly.
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5.0 Conceptual Exploration
Inspired by the site and with the
knowledge gained from the previous
phases, the team explored three
different park options in the Conceptual
Exploration Phase.
The different concepts were based on
the varied needs identified in previous
planning studies, current trends in parks
and recreation, and guidance from City
staff and the steering committee.
As many different program items as
possible were incorporated into at least
one of the concepts, in order to gain
feedback as to the appropriate items
from the City’s standpoint. Certain
program items which were clearly
inappropriate for the sites were not
included in any concepts.
The concepts were intended to give
ideas of the range of possibilities that
could be done at the park and looked at
a range from low impact to high impact
uses.

City of Oshawa

One of the goals of the concept
exploration was to generate discussion
and comments at the public meetings
regarding the appropriate activities that
would take place on the site.
The three concepts explored for the
park were:
1. Maximize Active Recreation and
Sports Field Use
2. Cultural/Historical Celebration
3. Celebrating Natural Systems and
Ecology with Preservation and
Education
In addition to design exploration, the
concepts were used to test the
community and design team’s reaction
to a number of different site issues and
extremes. They included:
•
•
•

Impact on Existing Vegetation
Amount of Active Recreation /
Sports Fields
Program Items such as dog parks,
community gardens, disc golf,
sports fields, nature education

As part of the Conceptual Exploration
Phase, a number of stakeholders were
contacted to provide input into
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programming and elements of the
different concepts. The groups
contacted included: user groups (Soccer
Council, Ball Diamond Council, Dog
Walkers Association), regulatory and
City agencies (CLOCA, City
Engineering), First Nations Groups,
members of the Arts and Culture
community, Durham Regional Police,
and schools and local institutions
(Durham College/UOIT, Eastdale
Collegiate). The groups and the
feedback that they provided are
summarized in the chart on the
following page. Many groups did not
provide feedback despite many
attempts to provide information and
request comment.
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City of Oshawa

Stakeholder Contacts and Input
Primary Stakeholder Groups

Key Feedback/Input

CLOCA (Central Lake Ontario
Conservation Authority)

>would like plans to promote public open space, natural environment setting
>would like to see City carry forward the goals and objectives the CLOCA had for the
site
>retain the natural environment
>avoid adverse impacts to the natural environment
>public access to natural environment
>education opportunities through trail system and public attention
>no large scale loss of vegetation
>no intensive use of valley/floodplain

Durham Regional Police

No input/comment provided

Oshawa Area Dog Walkers Group

>the site is highly used by dog walkers
>Ideally would like to have an off leash trail area where owners can exercise with their
dogs
>Time Limitations could be considered
>At a minimum a fenced dog run area (typical dog park) would be desired
>Potable water is needed
>Bag dispensers are nice (though responsible dog owners always bring their own), and
could be sponsored by a pet store
>A range of activities could take place in a leash free area
>10,000+ dog owners
>Shade is needed during the hot summer months
>Most owners would be willing to pay, but should not be required
>Dog Parks work best with Dog Park Users Group or association, self policing
>Open to a trial period for off leash trail idea, to demonstrate responsibility of dog
owners

Durham Field Naturalists

No input/comment provided

University of Ontario Institute of
Technology

No input/comment provided
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Oshawa Accessibility Advisory
Committee

City of Oshawa

No input/comment provided

City of Oshawa Engineering

>Erosion of creek banks is a natural process, and if not going to affect structures, can
be left
>Oshawa Creek is a cold water fishery
>If trails were near eroded areas, would be higher priority to consider
>SWM ponds should be used in parks as educational opportunities
>Park designs should be sensitive to the health of the creek
>Creek Crossings will be of interest to the City Engineering Department
>Crossings should not obstruct the floodway. Ideally, crossings should be above the 25
year flood

Oshawa Shrine Club

No input/comment provided

Ball Diamond Council

Oshawa Soccer Council

>High quality clusters of ball diamonds are primary concern
>Shouldn’t remove significant vegetation/habitat for fields
>Need replacement fields for lost Durham College fields
>Tournament pods would be well complemented by concessions, need restrooms.
Concessions allow for revenue at tournaments
>People walking across field conflict with games
>Dog walkers are ok on edges of baseball
>Higher concentration of players in newer subdivisions
>Ball diamonds could be appropriate at this park
>Need for centralized major groupings of facilities suitable for Tournaments
>Maintenance issues
>Soccer has higher concentration in new home areas
>Would pay fees if all soccer associations would pay
>With more than 1 field, restroom is needed
>Picnic areas and playgrounds, shelters are good complements to soccer fields
>Soccer fields should not be shared with Lacrosse/Football due to impact on turf
>Dog uses should be separated from soccer fields (dogs chase balls)
>Soccer fields could be appropriate at this park
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City of Oshawa

Schools (Contacted but No Input Provided)
Pierre Elliot Trudea P.S.

Eastdale CVI.

St. John Bosco C.S.
Sunset Heights P.S.
Arts/Culture

Vincent Massey P.S.

The Driftwood Theatre Group

Kingsway College
Key Feedback/Input
>In order to be effective for larger events (any event using theatrical lighting), a space
needs to have adequate power, and ready access to that power. A separate
disconnect for temporary electrical tie-ins would be essential in this case. The standard
is 200amps, single-phase.
>Flat, open spaces (and public washrooms, but that’s a given) are required for events

NO INPUT/COMMENT PROVIDED
Oshawa Community Museum &
Archives
Oshawa Art Association

Durham Shoestring Performers
Oshawa Little Theatre

Oshawa Folk Arts Council

Durham Council for the Arts
First Nations Groups (Contacted but No Input Provided)
Mississaugas of Scugog Island First
Nation

No input/comment provided

Mississauga’s of the New Credit
First Nation

No input/comment provided

Mississauga’s of Alderville First
Nation

No input/comment provided

Ojibways of Hiawatha First Nation

No input/comment provided
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5.1 Concept 1: Maximize Active
Recreation and Sports Field Use
The first concept was based on the need
demonstrated by other City studies for
new active recreation fields and other
more intensive recreation activities in
parks. It took advantage of all
reasonably feasible areas for
programmed active use. While
respecting the most sensitive vegetation
and habitat zones, it had less regard for
natural areas.
Some of the major features of this
concept were:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3 Soccer fields
3 Diamond baseball complex
Washroom facilities
Picnic areas
Large central parking area
Multi-purpose fields
Playgrounds
Multi-purpose courts
Park gateways
Off leash trail and field
BMX course
Various habitat improvements:
riparian, meadow, forest

City of Oshawa

•
•
•
•
•

Multi-purpose trail with fitness
equipment
Nature Trails
City wide bike trail connection
Neighbourhood access points
Forest management

This concept had the highest impact on
existing vegetation and would require
significant grading and clearing efforts
to implement. It also included the more
intense activities such as BMX, active
sports fields (tournament level and
quantity), court sports, playgrounds and
picnic areas. It also included building
structures to support the sport facilities.
Off leash activities in this concept were
limited to a fenced off leash area in the
eastern portion of the site. The concept
included multi-purpose open fields as
well as picnic areas and playgrounds.
The concept also includes the primary
linkages to the City wide and other
regional trail systems and a hierarchy
of park trails. The proposed ball
diamond complex was located over a
portion of the Wetland Complex, as the
concept was explored prior to this
information being provided by
CLOCA.
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City of Oshawa

See Concept 1 Figure
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5.2 Concept 2: Cultural/Historical
Celebration
The second concept was based on the
need for more cultural and historical
educational opportunities in parks that
was identified in city planning
documents. It built on the likelihood of
First Nation or early European
settlements along the creek corridor. A
key principle of this concept was
education and culture focus. Other
programmed activities took place in
areas surrounding the cultural centre.
Some of the major features of this
concept were:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Historic/Cultural recognition zone:
First Nations Village or Homestead
Village
2 Soccer fields
1 Baseball diamond
Washroom facilities
Picnic areas
Large central parking area
Central green/multi-purpose fields
Playgrounds
Park gateways
Off leash area
BMX course

City of Oshawa

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Various habitat improvements:
riparian, meadow, forest
Multi-purpose trail with fitness
equipment
Frisbee golf area
Nature Trails
City wide bike trail connection
Neighbourhood access points
Forest management

This concept impacted existing
vegetation, but respected the major
hardwood forest areas and the creek
corridor. It also affected the wetland
complex area, as this information had
not been provided at the time, and the
actual vegetation in the wetland area is
not considered of high value. A main
focal point of this concept was the
Historic/Cultural village or homestead
intended to recognize the history of the
site and area. It included other
programmed activities as part of the
concept including 3 sports fields, a
BMX area, and frisbee golf. Fenced off
leash uses were located in the
southwest corner of the site, among the
successional vegetation and open
meadows. The concept included multipurpose open fields as well as picnic
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areas and playgrounds. Primary
linkages to the City wide and other
regional trail systems and a hierarchy
of park trails are also part of the
concept.
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City of Oshawa

See Concept 2 Figure
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5.3 Concept 3: Celebrating Natural
Systems and Ecology with
Preservation and Education
The third concept is based on the need
identified in City planning documents
for preserving and enhancing
significant natural areas. It respects,
celebrates and enhances the existing
natural heritage through restoration and
education. It focuses on habitat
restoration and management, lower
impact activities, minor
enhancements/improvements, and
educational opportunities.
Some of the major features of this
concept were:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Central multi-purpose field which
accommodates 1 soccer field
Nature interpretation centre
Washroom facilities
Picnic areas
Parking areas
Playgrounds
Park gateways
Off leash times for entire park
Nature education
amphitheater/outdoor classroom

City of Oshawa

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Multi-purpose trail with fitness
equipment
Interpretive educational strategy
Nature trails
City wide bike trail connection
Neighbourhood access points
Forest management
Future off leash area in
rehabilitated landfill site

This concept had minimal impact on
existing vegetation while proposing
enhancements to the natural areas. The
focal point of this concept is a proposed
Nature Centre and central multipurpose field in the open field by the
existing parking lot. The building
should be constructed to focus on
sustainable issues such as solar energy,
and environmentally friendly materials.
An ecology themed playground would
also be part of this space. The concept
includes a small nature oriented
outdoor education amphitheater, which
would be used for school groups or for
small performances. The remainder of
the site improvements include:
interpretive elements and a focus on
ecological improvements. The
interpretive elements would be focused
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on the different habitat types that are
experienced on site such as hardwood
forest, floodplain, vernal pools,
successional areas, wetlands, storm
water management facilities, the Lake
Iroquois Shoreline and open meadows.
The concept also includes the primary
linkages to the City wide and other
regional trail systems and a hierarchy
of park trails. Off leash use in this
concept included designated hours
when the entire park would be leash
free.
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City of Oshawa

See Concept 3 Figure
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5.4 Summary of Public Input on
Concept Plans
The background information, inventory
and analysis, and concept options were
presented to the community at Public
Meeting #1. The meeting was held as
an open house and residents were able
to discuss the plans with the consultant
team, City staff, and members of the
steering committee. This allowed more
people to speak with the design team
and written comment sheets were
provided to allow everyone in
attendance to record their comments
and questions. The chart on the
following page summarizes the concept
selection of the meeting attendees, as
well as specific elements that were
listed as desirable or undesirable in the
selected plan. The public comment
sheets from the meeting along with
additional emailed comments are
available from City staff for review in
the Background Information and Public
Input Report.
The community response regarding this
site was virtually unanimous. Almost
all of responses and comments made by
those present were that the design

City of Oshawa

should be as low impact as possible or
that little work other than basic
maintenance improvements should be
done. 99% of responses submitted were
supportive of concept #3 and “do
nothing”. 32% of respondents
requested the entire park be made leash
free. The majority of attendees felt that
preservation of the natural beauty of the
park should be a priority. Most felt that
sports fields and other high impact
activities were better suited for sites
which were less natural, and would be
less sensitive to the impacts. Many dog
owners who currently use the site were
present. They had concerns that the
plans reduced their current use of the
park. They indicated that the area for
off leash use should be larger and some
commented that the whole park should
be off leash, without restricted hours.
Most of the respondents who requested
that nothing be done were concerned
with the health of the natural area,
although some were adjacent residents
who were concerned how the park
development might affect their
properties. The other primary
concerned users were the dog walkers,
who were concerned that their current
use of the site would be affected.
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Key issues that arose from the public
session for the concept options
included:
• Off leash use
• Preservation of significant
natural features
• Less active recreation/sports
fields
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City of Oshawa

Harmony Valley Park - Public Comment Summary – Concept Options
8-Dec-05
Total Comments: 37

With

Without

Concept 1: Maximize Active Recreation
and Sports field Use
1

Less Sportsfields
First Nations Site

Concept 2: Cultural/Historical
Celebration

Concept 3: Celebrating Natural Systems
and Ecology with Preservation and
Education
24

All Day Off Leash x4
Off Leash from #2
Native Species x2
Boardwalks x4
Amphitheater x2
Acquisition of ESA Lands x 2
Extended Off Leash Hours x3
Off Leash Trail
Water For Dogs
Larger Designated Leash Free Zone
x6

Whole Park Leash Free
12
Do Nothing
15
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Sportsfields x6
Off Leash in Landfill
Roads
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6.0 Preferred Concept Plan
Following the conceptual exploration
phase, the consultant team worked
closely with the steering committee to
refine the three concepts into one
Preferred Concept Plan. Detailed
stakeholder feedback is available in the
Background Information and Public
Input Report. Program elements were
discussed and a number of other sitespecific issues were discussed.
Some of the major features of the
preferred concept plan were:
•
•
•
•

•
•

Three major use areas: Active
Recreation, Natural Activities, Off
Leash Activities
2 Soccer fields: minimum one
lighted, high quality, irrigated
1 Multi-purpose field: 1 soccer
field, other field sports
Homestead hub landmark building:
meeting space, washroom, outdoor
pavilion and the “Shed” building:
interpretive centre, washrooms,
trailhead
Parking areas
Farm Themed Playground

City of Oshawa

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Habitat preservation and restoration
Park gateways
Multi-purpose trail
Interpretive educational strategy
Off leash area and trails for the
southern one third of the site
Nature trails
City wide bike trail connection
Neighbourhood access points
Forest management

6.1 Summary of Public Input on
Preferred Plans
The preferred concept plan was
presented at a public open house on
January 26, 2006. The meeting
consisted of an open house, a short
presentation by the consultant followed
by a short question period, and then
resumed the open house format. This
allowed the consultant, City staff, and
steering committee members to interact
with attendees and answer as many
questions as possible. Comment sheets
were available to allow every attendee
a chance to provide comments and
feedback. In addition, email comments
were received. All of the public
comments are available for review in
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the Background Information and Public
Input Report upon request to City staff.
Over 75% of attendees who responded
in writing were in support of the
preferred plan. In total, 45 comment
sheets were submitted. 22% of
attendees indicated that nothing should
be done or the whole park should be
leash free.
Over 50% of written comments
submitted were opposed to the lighted
soccer fields. Concerns ranged from
impact on adjacent residential
properties to impact on wildlife. 29%
of comments submitted (mainly by
Residents from Trail Valley Drive)
expressed opposition to the trail
connection that was shown through the
woodlot to Trail Valley Drive, fearing
that it would increase traffic in their
neighbourhood. This was also
expressed verbally by a number of
attendees.
Residents in attendance expressed
appreciation that the design team had
listened to the comments at the first
public open house and that the
preferred concept plan was a balanced

Harmony
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concept that respected the natural
environment to the fullest extent
possible, provided needed recreational
opportunities for City residents,
provided for current and potential
users, and respected the neighbours of
the park.

City of Oshawa

plan. Where more than one comment
was submitted, it is noted beside the
item. Items that were of particular
concern to residents are noted in bold.

The public was accepting of the general
breakdown of park areas: natural,
active recreation, and off leash uses.
There were written comments
requesting the entire park be leash free
(20%) and some indicated that the off
leash area was too large (6%).
Part of the research/discussion
regarding whether the off leash areas
should be fenced or unfenced included
a question on the comment sheet asking
respondents what their opinion was.
The responses were relatively evenly
split, with 47% supporting an unfenced
leash free area, 40% supporting a
fenced area, and 13% supporting partial
fencing. Fencing was preferred for
safety and separation.
The chart on the following page lists
items that were requested to be
included in or excluded from the final
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City of Oshawa

Harmony Valley Park – Public Comment
Summary - Preferred Concept
General Agreement with
Preferred Concept
35
With
larger off leash area x3
solar lighting for paths
more trees
paved trails
Educational/interpretive re:
Iroquois Shore and water issues
boardwalks
acquisition of additional
woodlots/natural area east of
site
fenced soccer fields
General Comments:
Concern over parking
quantity/traffic x5
pleased with varied activities
off leash seems large x3
ccultural history/education
centre is positive x3
have to walk through off leash
to use all current trails
Whole Park Leash Free
7
Do Nothing
3
Fenced
15

January 26, 2006

With

Without

smaller off leash area x2
more preservation areas
dog free areas x2
environmental stops

paved paths x5
lighted soccer x18
soccer fields x4
Community Access Point at north end (off of Trail Valley) x10

a large playground
fenced dog areas x3

Neighbourhood trail to Brookfield
Homestead Theme

Clean water pond or spot for Dogs to
swim+play
less soccer fields

clear art?
Concrete

Immediate signage installed to designate
off leash/leashed areas so all can use park
x2

control access to creek valley slopes

need enforcement of poop-scoop laws
Off leash if unfenced must be clearly
marked

leave grassland areas natural

important birding area
no paved trails in off leash areas

can whole park be leash free until planning/implementation is undertaken? X3
Generally there were many comments expressing appreciation over a balanced
plan that respected all users, and the environment

Partial
5

Leave Natural - No Dogs
1
Unfenced
18

no mountain bikes allowed
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6.2 Stakeholder Comments on
Preferred Plan
The stakeholders were all contacted
again to review the preferred plans and
provide comments. Of all the
stakeholders contacted, only CLOCA
and the City of Oshawa Engineering
Department provided comments to the
consultant. They are summarized
below, with the project response to
each comment.
CLOCA Comments (Response in
Italics):
§ There are many secondary trails
proposed through both concepts,
every additional trail further
fragments wildlife habitat and
increases the likelihood of an
unofficial side trail. Additional
trails also provide avenues for the
transport and establishment of
invasive plant species. Trails that
parallel each other by less than
100m of separation are not
required, they needlessly fragment
natural habitat. Trails should occur
at the edges of habitats, this helps to
ensure that the natural areas are
least impacted from fragmentation.

City of Oshawa

Trails proposed in the final plan
generally follow existing trails, to avoid
fragmentation of habitat. Further
refinement of the trail system to provide
clear wayfinding and an “official” trail
system will reduce the likelihood of
informal trails being created. There are
trails in the final plan that parallel
each other by less than 100m, but these
trails are generally occurring at the
edges of habitat or along existing
trails.
§

Creek crossings should be kept to
an absolute minimum.

The total number of creek crossings has
been reduced. The final plan eliminates
one existing crossing of the creek.
§

There are concerns where the
provincially significant wetland
(PSW) exists. Trails should be
averted within the PSW wherever
possible; seepage areas have been
noted within the wetland
throughout the creek valley.
Compaction could become a major
threat to the sensitive soils if trails
are permitted in these areas. Leashfree zones within the Harmony Valley
Park should be maintained outside of
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sensitive features including the PSW
and associated forest.

Trails through the PSW have been
minimized. The leash free trail runs
outside of the PSW, and review of the
areas for impact is recommended. See
section 7.3.5 for additional details on
proposed methods of respecting the
PSW.
§

Staff support the development of a
Butterfly Meadow within the Harmony
Valley Park, maintenance requirements
should be investigated as it will require
a regular mowing schedule (~ every 4
years) to be maintained.

Detail design development will refine
meadow species and details, and should
include detailed maintenance
recommendations.
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City of Oshawa

City of Oshawa Engineering Comments
(Response in Italics):
§

Minimize creek crossings. From a
creek health perspective, the less
bridge crossings introduced to
restrict the natural fluvial
geomorphology movement of a
creek the better.

The total number of creek crossings has
been reduced. The final plan eliminates
one existing crossing of the creek.
§

The trail along the creek should be
located far back from the edge of
the creek bank (preferably above
the 25 year flood elevation(s) so as
not to create unnecessary future
bank erosion protection works for
the City.

Information regarding the 25 year
flood elevation is not available at the
present time. Final trail locations will
be determined during detail design,
when additional flood elevation
information should be made available.
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7.0 Final Master Plan
Following the City staff and Steering
Committee review of the preferred plan
and the comments from the community
meeting, the final Master Plan was
prepared for Harmony Valley Park.
The park will be a place where City of
Oshawa residents can participate in
recreation and restoration activities by:
•
•
•
•
•

Providing diverse opportunities for
active and passive recreation
Preserving significant existing
vegetation and enhancing the
ecology of the site
Providing educational opportunities
throughout the site
Respecting the park’s neighbours
and providing adequate
accommodation for their needs
Providing opportunities to connect
into the larger context of
greenways, bikeways and parks in
the City

City of Oshawa

The concept statement is to “Preserve
Significant Natural Systems, and
Provide Varied Recreation
Opportunities”.
The major elements of the park include:
restricting active recreation to less
significant areas of vegetation; habitat
restoration and management; focus on
trail systems; provide a significant off
leash area (the first in the City of
Oshawa); provide furnishings, benches;
and improve parking and access.
The site is thematically divided into
three zones:
• Homestead/Great Lawn: utility
building/shelter, active recreation
and event space
• Off Leash: Areas and Trails whose
entrance emulates the farm shed
• Nature Interpretation: within the
woodlots and ravine areas
The final master plan is consistent with
CLOCA’s previous plan for the site and
takes greater steps towards preservation
and limiting programmed, higher
impact activities within the park.
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City of Oshawa

See Master Plan Concept
Figure
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City of Oshawa

See Master Plan Figure
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City of Oshawa

7.1 Homestead Theme
The inspiration for the Master Plan for
Harmony Valley came from the historic
homestead/agricultural use of the
property. This set up the framework for
certain park elements to be “themed” to
recognize the cultural history of the
site. It also sets up a grid pattern for
the major elements of the developed
park areas.
7.1.1 Homestead Hub Landmark
Building
This building serves as a gateway and
landmark for the park on axis with
Grandview to the north and west. It
provides usable space for a variety of
park activities. The building is designed
in a homestead/farm theme to relate to
the overall cultural theme for the park.
It includes: washrooms, rentable space,
an open air pavilion and possibly
concessions. It can also have storage
room for maintenance equipment. The
floor space for this building is
conceptually estimated at 350m square
meters, which could accommodate
these uses. Detailed design would
define exact uses and size of this
structure.
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7.1.2 The Great Lawn:
The Great Lawn is a large open space
near the main entrance to the park that
can accommodate two full size
soccer fields, as well as passive
activities and community events. The
fields would be high quality fields that
would be irrigated, properly drained
with underdrains and the eastern field
would be lighted. Fields that are
proposed to be lighted, reflect the City
wide need for lighted fields. To
maintain the quality of the fields,
innovative methods such as
supplementing the soils to prevent wear
or moving the fields using portable
goals on a biweekly basis are proposed.
Should the fields become highly used
for tournaments, fencing and additional
bleachers could be considered,
although this will significantly affect
the space.
7.1.3 Lighted Sportsfields
As discussed in the public input
sections, over 50% of respondents were
opposed to lighting. The City wide
need for lighted high quality fields led
to the recommendation of lighted fields
from the steering committee and

City of Oshawa

consultant team. The current
technologies that exist for lighting
make lighting of the fields more
efficient with wireless technology
allowing for efficient control of the
timing and on/off control and less
intrusive with current technology
drastically reducing the amount of spill
over light that affects neighbours. Care
should be taken during detail design to
design lighting to minimize spill over
light, to use the latest technologies to
minimize light pollution and inefficient
lighting practices. The two fields that
are lighted should be those furthest
from the adjacent residential
developments.
7.1.4 Parking Area
The Great Lawn is bordered on the east
and south by a linear parking lot that
accommodates 190 cars. This amount
of parking is based on fifty parking
spaces per field for three soccer fields,
as well as allowing 40 spaces for other
park users. Winter use will necessitate
at least a partial clearing of the parking
lots to accommodate users. The amount
of clearing will be related to use
patterns and intensity.
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7.1.5 Existing Maintenance Facility
Maintenance of this area could be
served from the existing maintenance
structure on site. This structure would
be reviewed due to its prominence on
Grandview Street once the other
facilities of the master plan are in place,
including new maintenance space. In
the interim period, it could also
continue to be used for appropriate
community uses.
7.1.6 Farm Themed Playground
A large playground is proposed for the
park adjacent to the hub building. The
playground would be farm themed, to
enhance the cultural recognition of the
site and could include interpretive play
elements. The size of the area shown
accommodates: 1 large structure, 1
medium structure, 1 four bay swing,
and two independent elements. A
landscaped berm of 20m is proposed as
a buffer between the playground and
the road.
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7.1.7 Multi-Purpose Open Field
A multi-purpose field is proposed
which could accommodate an
additional soccer field. It could be used
for other informal field sports such as
cricket, field hockey, or ultimate
frisbee. It would be irrigated to increase
the quality of the turf and would be the
second lighted field.
7.1.8 Park Gateways
In order to create a sense of place and
unity for the park, a series of park
gateway elements are proposed along
Grandview Street. These elements
could be pillars, fencing or some
combination of the two. The design of
these should fit into the overall
farm/homestead theme, and should be
designed to relate to the hub building.
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7.2 Off Leash Area
7.2.1 The Shed
This secondary structure would
function as an auxiliary structure. It
would be designed to relate
architecturally to the Homestead Hub
Building. Its uses would include:
trailhead signage, interpretive centre,
minor washrooms, maintenance space
and functions related to the off leash
areas. It is size would be approximately
175 square meters.
7.2.2 Off Leash Area And Trails
An off leash area and off leash trails are
proposed in the Master Plan. Off leash
areas provide many benefits to the
community including: socialization and
exercise for dogs in a safe environment;
encourages responsible pet ownership;
provides a legal place for dogs to run
off leash; and reduces conflicts with
other users. The City of Oshawa has
realized this need for off leash areas in
previous studies and Harmony Valley
Park was identified as the top location
for an off leash area.
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The off leash park for this site is
proposed to be a combination of
unfenced areas and off leash trails. The
off leash area proposed, including the
off leash trails area, is 11 ha (24 acres)
in size. The off leash park should
include barriers which could include
dense shrub plantings or partial fencing
at critical interfaces, such as near the
parking area and along the future city
wide bike trail, but will be unfenced
along the natural borders such as along
wooded areas. Landscape barriers
should be implemented as soon as
possible in order for them to mature
into a dense thicket by the time the
sports fields or future City wide trails
are being implemented. A small fully
fenced area within the southwest corner
of the site may be provided for those
who are more comfortable with
boundaries, but this area should be
designed to minimize impacts on
wildlife. The off leash trails are areas
through more sensitive habitat and
vegetation areas, where dogs are
allowed to be off leash on the trails
only and not within the forest or creek
areas. This is intended to minimize the
environmental impacts on these more
sensitive areas.
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The goal of the off leash areas is to
provide a large, unique leash free area,
where owners and dogs can exercise
together. The significant area will
minimize the environmental impacts as
they will spread the use out over a
larger area.
Additional features of the off leash area
should include: benches and trash
receptacles, a water source and
environmentally friendly waste bags
and dispensers.
7.2.3Off Leash Implementation
In order to implement the off leash
area, a user group will be required,
which will partner with the City to
monitor the off leash area and self
police the area. Rules and regulations
for the dog park, as well as any user
fees, will need to be finalized in
discussion with the owner’s groups and
City departments.
Signage will initially be used to
separate the areas. The interaction and
use will be monitored as a Pilot Project
to determine if fencing is required. The
off leash park could be a site for dog
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festivals and events, which could raise
money for additional elements.
The off leash trail areas must be
monitored as part of the pilot project to
review the health of the natural habitats
and to determine if the off leash use is
having a detrimental affect on the
natural area. If a negative effect is
discovered, off leash use in these zones
should be reevaluated. In particular, the
southeastern off leash trail, through the
wooded area of the site, runs adjacent
to part of the Provincially Significant
Wetland Complex. This trail should be
closely monitored and its present
conditions evaluated to determine the
impact of the off leash trail on the more
sensitive habitat. If dog owners are
treating the area with respect and no
noticeable impacts are occurring, use as
an off leash trail can continue.
However, if significant or rare species
are being affected, use should be
discontinued.
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7.3 Nature Interpretation

costly as a formal boardwalk
system
interpretive signage and education
along trails
providing designated trails to
minimize the quantity of informal
trails and movement through
sensitive habitat areas

7.3.1 Ecological Enhancement and
Restoration

•

The site’s significant ecological areas
and the riparian corridor are proposed
to be protected, with minimal
improvements other than trails.

•

Additional native plantings should be
installed based on the recommendations
of the forest management strategy,
which is described in the next section.

7.3.2 Forest Management Strategy

Areas proposed for plantings should be
planted with native species of trees and
shrubs.
Additional ecological enhancements
could include:
• removal of trails in sensitive areas
• removal of the southern-most
bridge
• limiting creek access by dogs
• monitoring environmental impacts
by dogs in sensitive areas
• boardwalks in wet areas: This could
include more rustic solutions to
deal with wet areas that are not as
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Based on the type of plan that has been
developed and comments from the
public, forest management initiatives
should be directed toward the
protection of existing forest ecosystem
functions and, where necessary,
undertake management activities to
enhance the functions.
CLOCA has a forest management
strategy in place, which includes the
following points:
• Long Term Goals:
o Old Growth
development, normal
conservation and
development, high
quality forest
• Short Term Goals:
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•

o Flora/Fauna inventory,
erosion control
5 Year plan:
o removal of invasives,
increase forest cover
along streams (plant 100
native trees/shrubs each
year), organize
volunteers for removals,
control non native
species and minimize
slope disturbance

The following general points should be
considered to supplement the existing
plan that CLOCA had in place:
• Allow natural processes to occur:
o Leave fallen trees and
standing dead trees unless
they pose a safety risk
• Identify and monitor significant
plant species that are found in the
park
• Assess impact to wildlife for any
management initiatives in the forest
• Maintain drainage patterns
• Monitor trail use that can impact
forest such as damage to vegetation,
soil compaction, off-trail use –
mountain biking, off leash use.
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Some specific points that have been
identified for the park include:
• Remove European buckthorn from
forest patch that is part of wetland
complex and replant gaps with
appropriate native shrub/tree
species
• Undertake a vegetation inventory to
provide a current list of species.
This should include both a spring
and summer survey.
• Through the inventory identify
significant species. Butternut
(Juglans cinerea) occurs at
Harmony Valley. Assess health of
trees and make recommendations
for management following U.S.
Forestry Service Protocol or MNR
Protocol which are currently being
developed
• Undertake spring amphibian
breeding survey of ponding areas to
identify the extent of flooding and
interaction with trails, in relation to
potential breeding habitat.
This work would be undertaken by a
consultant or in partnership with local
field naturalists, with the City’s forestry
section being actively involved in the
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refinement and implementation of the
strategy.
7.3.3 Butterfly Meadow
The Butterfly Meadow is proposed
adjacent to the multi-purpose field in
the current open field area. This feature
includes a native wildflower
meadow/prairie planting with a focus
on plants that will attract butterflies.
7.3.4 Natural Succession
Natural succession is proposed in
various areas of the park, especially
adjacent to existing woodlots. These
areas will be managed to allow native
habitats to naturally reestablish
themselves in the area. Their
management would be closely related
to the forest management strategy that
is implemented.
7.3.5 Harmony-Farewell Iroquois
Beach Wetland Complex
In order to protect this provincially
significant wetland, a number of items
have been considered:
• Off leash areas do not include
access to the creek valley,
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•

•

•

except at the single crossing
location.
The off leash trail is pulled
away from the edge of the
wetland and the impacts will be
monitored to ensure minimal
damage is occurring
Other areas of the wetland will
include trails, which are to be
developed in a sensitive manner
to the wetland, including
boardwalks or other techniques
to mitigate impacts.
One creek crossing has been
removed to further limit access
to the wetland areas
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the overall City wide system has been
further developed.
7.4.2 Park Trails
The final master plan provides a system
of trails that represent clearly defined
loops throughout the site. The trails are
primarily located along the existing dirt
trails, or along other worn paths
through the site.
There are two levels of trails:
•

7.4 Trails
7.4.1 City Wide Bikeway Connections
The City has a well developed valley
trail system, which in the future, will
extend up to this site and beyond,
eventually forming a loop around the
City. The trail will run through this site
with the site becoming a major
destination and trailhead along the trail.
The trail will be a 3m wide paved trail
to allow for a variety of user types
without conflict. The implementation
of this trail would be long term once

•

Primary Trails: 3m wide paved
paths, designed to accommodate
maintenance/security vehicles, are
accessible to all users. Surfacing
would be paved in the long term.
The paths may evolve over time
with gravel at first and paved
surfaces in the future
Secondary Trails:
1.0-2.0m wide granular or mulch
trails designed to accommodate
walking, bicycles, and other
recreational activities. Some are
accessible.

The trails run through a variety of
habitats and areas of the site. The trails
in the southern portion of the site,
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within the off leash area, will be
designated off leash, while the trails in
the northern portion will require dogs
on leash, per current City by-laws.
Trails lead to adjacent neighbourhoods
to provide pedestrian access from the
residential areas surrounding the site.
These connections, including the
debated connection to Trail Valley
Drive, can be minor mulch trails,
designed to serve the local neighbours.
They should be reviewed should
negative impacts be experienced in the
local neighbourhoods.
The trails will promote the preservation
and enhancement of the natural areas
by providing formal identified
pathways for users. Keeping people on
planned, identified trails reduces the
amount of informal trails created by
people with less respect for the natural
areas.
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Primary Accessible Trails/City
Wide Trail

Secondary
Trails

3.0m Wide
1.0-2.0m
Wide
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See Trails Plan Figure
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7.4.3 Paved Trails
The paved trails through the site were
opposed by approximately 14% of
those in attendance at the public
meeting. However, the overall goals of
the Official Plan, the Parks, Recreation
and Culture Plan and the Community
Strategic Plan, demonstrate a strong
need for City wide trails and
recreational opportunities and were
considered to be a stronger case for the
paved trails. Additionally, the City
wide trail linkages have been identified
in previous studies, including the
former CLOCA master plan, as being
part of the park development.
7.4.4 Park and Open Space
Connections
Trail connections are proposed to
future park and open space destinations
near the park. These include the
woodlots to the south, as well as future
connections to the northwest and
southwest to regional or City wide trail
systems. A trail connection is also
possible to a trail that is proposed to
extend along the top of the Iroquois
Shoreline, west of Grandview Street.
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The final location of this trail is still
being studied.
7.4.5 Trail Signage and Property
Definition
Trail signage should be designed in
detail to include wayfinding and maps
of the proposed trail loops. Trails
should also be marked with icons,
which can be placed on trees, to help
people identify where on the overall
trail system they are. Stone monuments
should be placed where trail
connections are made onto private
property to clearly delineate the borders
of the park.
7.5 Winter Activities
The park trails will be actively used in
winter. The trails could be used by
cross country skiers, hikers, nature
enthusiasts and joggers. The off leash
areas will be heavily used in winter.
Winter use will necessitate at least a
partial clearing of the parking lots to
accommodate users. The amount of
clearing will be related to use patterns
and intensity.
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7.6 Potential Future Property
Acquisitions
Properties are shown on the plan,
which the City should consider
purchasing/acquiring if the opportunity
arises in the future. A high priority for
acquisition is the remaining private
property on Grandview Street that is
surrounded by the park. The other
properties are located adjacent to the
park and include the landfill, if
properly remediated, and significant
forested areas to the south and east of
the site. The landfill site could be used
for expanded active recreation (frisbee
golf, BMX course, or additional sports
fields) and expanded off leash use. The
wooded areas should be preserved as
part of the green space system and
could include nature trails throughout.
Due to the sensitive nature of these
woodlots, consideration could be given
to make trails in these areas dog free.
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7.7 Corbett’s Park

•

Corbett’s Park will officially remain a
separate park but will be connected
seamlessly to Harmony Valley Park.
The proposed Great Lawn area
straddles the Rathburn Road allowance.
The existing baseball diamond would
be removed, as it is currently
undersized, and a multi-purpose open
field would take up the balance of the
space. The existing soccer field and
playground would remain. Trail
connections would connect the two
parks to each other and to the
surrounding neighbourhoods.

•
•

Remove southernmost existing
bridges
Engineering evaluation for two
existing bridges to remain
Retain existing maintenance
buildings and lot along Grandview
Street temporarily

7.8 Existing Structures
The following are recommendations for
the existing structures and facilities on
site:
• Remove existing park building Does not support master plan
• Remove existing shelter building Does not support master plan. Has
not been maintained and subject to
vandalism and misuse such as
bonfires
• Remove existing pit restrooms –
Does not support master plan
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8.0 Cost Estimate
An estimate of cost for the Master Plan
was provided to the City. The complete
cost estimate is available in Appendix
A.
The Cost Estimate includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Preliminary Utilities
Preliminary Building Costs
Site Features
Site Development
Contingencies
Design and Engineering

The total Master Plan Cost Estimate for
the Park is $3.55 million including
taxes, contingencies, and design and
engineering fees. Just under $1 million
of the estimate is for mid to long range
items such as the City wide trails,
paved trails and improvements to wet
areas. A generalized estimate of each
phase is included on the following
page.
The immediate items to be
implemented are estimated at $32,000,
with a number of opportunities for
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volunteer implementation and financial
contributions, such as the off leash area
improvements. Items for immediate
implementation should be undertaken
as soon as the master plan is endorsed
by council and funding can be made
available or volunteer efforts can be
organized.
The short term phase (1-5 years)
includes $2.6 million of items, with a
number of opportunities for volunteer
implementation and financial
contributions, including naming rights
for the main building and playground.
This phase includes the bulk of the
development around the sports fields
and associated buildings, parking and
amenities.
The mid term phase (5-10 years)
includes $637,150 of items, including
trail improvements, the “Shed
Interpretive Center” and plantings, with
a number of opportunities for volunteer
implementation and financial
contributions, including naming rights
for the “Shed” building.
The remaining $295,400 of the estimate
is for long range items (10+ years) such
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as the City wide trails and the
remainder of the paved trails. A
number of opportunities for volunteer
implementation and financial
contributions could be pursued,
including memorial trail naming rights,
and furnishing sponsorships.
The costs provided in the cost estimate
make assumptions regarding materials
and design details that have not been
worked out at the master plan level.
Detail design development will further
refine the final cost estimate.
There are opportunities for items in the
estimate to be funded by donations, or
by volunteer efforts. These items are
highlighted in the detailed and general
cost estimates.
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Phase 1 (Immediate)
Item
Off leash area pilot project
Trail improvements
Signage
Site furnishings
SUBTOTAL PHASE ONE IMPROVEMENTS
Contingency allowance
TOTAL PHASE ONE IMPROVEMENTS
Phase 2 (1-5 years)
Item
Demolition and removals
New playground *
Archaeological Phase II Study (For Developed
Area)
Primary park building *
Soccer and multi-purpose fields *
Parking lot
Site servicing
Off leash area improvements * +
Trail improvements *
Planting *
Signage
Site furnishings *
Entry features
SUBTOTAL PHASE TWO IMPROVEMENTS
10% Contingency allowance
Consultant Fees Allowance
TOTAL PHASE TWO IMPROVEMENTS
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Phase 3 (5-10 years)
Item
Secondary park building *
Entry features
Trail improvements *
Planting *
Off Leash Area improvements * +
Signage
Site furnishings *
SUBTOTAL PHASE THREE
IMPROVEMENTS
10% Contingency allowance
Consultant Fees Allowance
TOTAL PHASE THREE IMPROVEMENTS

Cost
$14,000
$ 5,000
$ 2,100
$ 3,000
$29,100
$ 2,900
$32,000

Cost
$ 78,000
$ 125,000
$ 10,000

Phase 4 (10+ years)
Item
Entry features
Trail improvements *
Planting *
Signage
Site furnishings *
SUBTOTAL PHASE FOUR IMPROVEMENTS
10% Contingency allowance
Consultant Fees Allowance
TOTAL PHASE FOUR IMPROVEMENTS

$ 525,000
$ 414,000
$ 497,000
$ 266,000
$ 23,500
$ 95,000
$ 65,000
$
5,000
$ 16,000
$ 20,500
$2,140,000
$ 214,000
$ 235,000
$2,589,000

Cost
$ 262,500
$ 12,000
$ 202,500
$ 18,000
$ 14,000
$
2,500
$ 15,000
$ 526,500
$ 52,650
$ 58,000
$ 637,150

Cost
$ 11,500
$202,500
$ 18,000
$ 2,500
$ 9,500
$244,000
$ 24,400
$ 27,000
$295,400

* Denotes Items that could be partially funded through partnerships, donations,
sponsorships or volunteer efforts.
+ Off Leash Area amenities will be partially funded by the partner group. The City
may provide partial funding initially which would be repaid by the partner group.
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9.0 Implementation
Strategy
9.1 Implementation Process
The Master Plan provides guidance for
the process of development and serves
as a road map throughout the
implementation process, assuring each
phase will dovetail with future phases
and the overall vision. The master plan
for Harmony Valley Park was
developed with the community’s input,
understanding that the plan will evolve.
It is anticipated that the project will be
implemented in phases.
A phased program is projected for the
City of Oshawa. The process of
implementation should include a design
development phase followed by
construction drawings and bid
documents prepared by qualified
professionals such as landscape
architects, architects, engineers and
specialized consultants as necessary.
The design development phase
advances the design beyond the general
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nature of the master plan. This phase
begins to:
• Identify materials and products
• Refine the relationships between
elements
• Describe details and further define
what the design will look like
• Include illustrative drawings
indicating cross sections or
elevations
The design development scope can
extend beyond the perceived limits of
the anticipated phase to ensure future
coordination. Construction documents
follow to allow the design to be bid and
constructed.
The master plan should be consulted
throughout the process to ensure
interface between phases.
Implementation should include any
additional studies that may be required
by funding sources or as part of the
covenants on the property. These
include, but are not limited to,
archaeological investigations, wetland
delineation, geotechnical investigation,
cultural resource studies and hazardous
materials studies, etc.
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Implementation should follow logical
construction sequences to avoid
disturbing work in subsequent phases.
Work that has the greatest impact on
the site should be completed first, such
as grading.
The sequence outlined above can be
phased into several smaller projects,
each functioning as an independent unit
until subsequent phases are completed.
A potential drawback of the above
process is the possibility of added costs
because of a phased approach.
Construction costs are favorable with
economy of scale. Therefore the
smaller the phase the more costly it
could become, i.e. additional costs will
be incurred for the repeated
mobilization of construction
companies.
There could be added cost to coordinate
the interface with previously
constructed or undisturbed areas
surrounding the current construction
area.
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Implementation will be dictated by the
funding opportunities and resources
that are available.
Implementing a Master Plan over time
can be a complex undertaking, but is
achievable. The Master Plan is the
vision that guides the project to
completion and provides continuity
through phasing, the passing of time
and different participants.
This report should be used as a
reference, a guide through
implementation and as a tool for
applying for grants and exploring other
funding sources. The Master Plan
should be reviewed every five years to
ensure that City needs, community
goals and site specific issues have not
changed and the plan can be updated to
reflect any new information.
9.2 Potential Partners
The Cost Estimate identifies park
elements that could be implemented
with partnerships or volunteer efforts.
These items could be undertaken at
reduced costs to the City, and also
represent opportunities to partner with
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various organizations. The following
groups were identified as potential
partners. These groups could
contribute resources through a variety
of means including: volunteer work,
technical expertise and advice, and
monetary or material donations.
9.2.1 ODAWG
The Oshawa Durham Area Walkers
Group could be a key partner for the
implementation of the off leash area.
They have already demonstrated a
willingness to participate and could be
the user group that assists the City with
the off leash project. They could fund
raise for additional amenities for the off
leash areas and could be the catalyst for
events and volunteer work days to
implement the off leash areas quickly.
9.2.2 Soccer Council and other Soccer
Organizations
The Soccer Council and other Soccer
organizations will benefit the most
from the soccer fields that will be in the
new park. Some of the more expensive
amenities related to the soccer fields,
such as lighting, will be costly. The
Soccer Council and other sports field
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groups could be partners to assist with
funding for these types of
improvements, as they will receive the
most benefit from them.
9.2.3 Boy/Girl Scout groups
These groups may be able to assist in
volunteer efforts to implement a
number of park features including: tree
planting, trail improvements, and even
boardwalks. Given the natural heritage
of the site, it would be an ideal place
for these groups to be involved.
9.2.4 Durham Police
Safety and security of the park will be
critical for its success. Durham
Regional Police were one of the
stakeholders consulted with and they
will be a critical partner as
implementation moves forward. They
will be responsible for patrolling the
park as well as responding to any
situations that arise in the park.
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9.2.5 Oshawa Garden Club

9.2.8 CLOCA

Part of the park master plan involves
landscaping. The Oshawa Garden Club
is very active in the community, and
could assist in horticultural displays at
the park. Their involvement would be
on various projects within the
landscape realm.

As the former owner of the site and as a
regulating agency for the creek
corridor, CLOCA will continue to be
involved in the future of the site. Their
input could be requested as the
implementation process continues.

9.2.6 Neighbourhood Associations
Neighbourhood associations can play a
critical role in both security and
implementation of minor projects in the
park. They could be involved in
projects ranging from park clean up to
tree planting.
9.2.7 Local and Regional Trail
Associations
A significant feature of the Master Plan
is trails, both site and City wide. Local
and regional trail groups such as the
Ontario Trail Council or the Oak
Ridges Trail group could assist in
implementation or alternative funding.
They should be approached to
determine what type of partnership
could be formed.
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9.3 Implementation Priorities and Phasing
The following priorities/phases were identified for the site:

Work
Element

Description

Responsibility

Based on results of detailed engineering review of site,
remove any unsafe elements such as hazardous buildings
or above ground utilities

City of Oshawa

Immediate
Priority/Phase
1. Basic improvements to
make park safe/usable

2. Trash receptacles and
benches
3. Maintenance

City of Oshawa

Emptying trash receptacles, improvements to worst trail
areas, minor bridge repairs (assessment to be done by
City of Oshawa Engineering)

City of Oshawa

4. Basic trail improvements

Screenings/mulch added to existing trails

City of Oshawa and Volunteers

5. Off leash area signage

For immediate separation and delineation of areas.

City of Oshawa with User Group

6. Off leash area Pilot project

Established by above and ongoing into future phases.

City of Oshawa with User Group

7. Trail wayfinding signage

For existing trails and standards for future trails.

City of Oshawa

8. Forest management

Ongoing all phases.

City of Oshawa and Volunteers
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1-5 Years
Priority/Phase
1. Additional Fencing for Off
Leash Areas

Partial or full pending outcomes of signage testing

City of Oshawa with User Group

3. Soccer and Parking

The Great Lawn

City of Oshawa with potential for
Corporate Sponsor
City of Oshawa

4. Playground

Farm themed playground

5. Educational Signage

Interpretive/nature signs

6. Entry identification

Gateway features

2. Homestead Hub Building

City of Oshawa with potential for
Corporate Sponsor
City of Oshawa with Local Community
Groups
City of Oshawa

5-10 Years
Priority/Phase
1. Paved trails
2. The Shed Building

Within the park

City of Oshawa
City of Oshawa with potential for
Corporate Sponsor

Connections to the park

City of Oshawa

10+ Years
Priority/Phase
1. Overall citywide trails

Note these improvements do not represent the all of the work for each phase, but the priority items identified by the Design
Team.
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9.4 Implementation Funding and
Methods

9.4.3 Private/Public
partnerships/Naming Rights

A number of different funding sources
and implementation methods have been
described, to provide some options for
the implementation of the park.

There may be the opportunity to
incorporate private funding into the
parks in exchange for naming rights to
the park. This has recently been done in
Toronto with the Rogers Centre and has
been considered for parks by other
cities in southern Ontario.

9.4.1 Capital Funding
In order to implement the master plan
the City will need to commit funds
from the capital budget. This can be
done at one time or over a period of
years. The master plan provides the
framework and acts as a guide for
implementation.
Request capital funding in subsequent
budgets for implementation of the park.
9.4.2 Tax Levy and Development
Charges
Another source of funding for the park
will include development charges and
tax levies. The details of these methods
will be determined by the City.
Funding for the park should be
included in the next round of
Development Charge Reviews.

Consider allowing corporate naming
for the park in exchange for donations.

throughout the park. Citizens who
adopt a tree should be recognized at a
public location either with a plaque or
some other type of recognition. The
current program should be updated to
include the park site as a possible
location for trees planted with this
program.
Update current adopt-a-tree program
to allow private citizens to provide
funding for tree planting in return for
recognition at a location within the
park.

9.4.4 Pitch In Days
A community driven effort could be
undertaken in the form of the existing
“Pitch In Program”. This type of
activity would serve not only to
improve the appearance and upkeep of
the park, but would raise awareness of
the park to the general public.
Organize “Pitch In Days” with local
community groups.
9.4.5 Adopt-A-Tree
An adopt-a-tree program is available
within the City and can be used to
involve local citizens and businesses as
partners in funding for tree planting
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9.4.6 Community/Corporate
sponsorships
Other park elements can be “adopted”
by local residents or businesses.
Benches, buildings, structures, or even
off leash areas could be named for
donation levels. For example, $500
could sponsor a bench and $5,000
might sponsor a memorial trail loop.
Create sponsorship levels for park
elements. Present to local community
groups and corporations.
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9.4.7 Grants
Government and other private
foundation grants represent another
potential funding source for park
implementation. An example of a grant
available for this type of work could
include:
EcoAction Grants from the Ministry of
Environment. Since 1995, Environment
Canada's EcoAction Community
Funding Program
(http://www.ec.gc.ca/ecoaction/your_pr
oject_e.html) has provided financial
support to community groups for
projects that have measurable, positive
impacts on the environment. Funding
support can be requested for projects
that have an action focus, a community
capacity building focus, or a
combination of both objectives.
EcoAction encourages project
submissions that will protect,
rehabilitate or enhance the natural
environment and build the capacity of
communities to sustain these activities
into the future. Projects require
matching funds or in-kind support from
other sponsors.

City of Oshawa

Some of the ecological enhancements,
such as tree planting or stream
restoration, could be considered to have
positive environmental impacts and
may qualify for grants.
Appoint a staff person to research,
monitor and apply for relevant grants
to obtain additional funding for some
of the beautification options. A nonprofit community group may be
required for some of the grants.
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10.0 Conclusion
The Master Plan for the Harmony
Valley Park was the result of an indepth process. The City’s vision, the
community’s input and the consultant
team’s experience combined with a
unique site have led to a plan that will
provide a unique combination of active
recreation, natural preservation and
restoration, and varied activities for
users. It will be a place where residents
can participate in recreation and
restoration activities by:
•
•
•
•
•

Providing diverse opportunities for
active and passive recreation for a
diverse user group
Preserving significant existing
vegetation and enhancing the
ecology of the site
Providing educational opportunities
throughout the site
Respecting the park’s neighbours
and providing adequate
accommodation for their needs
Providing opportunities to connect
into the larger context of
greenways, bikeways and parks in
the City
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Appendix A: Cost Estimate

Harmony Valley Park

14.05.108

MASTER PLAN COST ESTIMATE

8-May-06

PHASING
NO.

ITEM

QTY

UNIT

UNIT PRICE

1.0

DEMOLITION & REMOVAL OFF-SITE.

1.1

Demolition and removal off site of all
material and infrastructure for existing
site buildings.

4

each

$ 12,000.00

$

48,000.00

$

48,000.00

1.2

Demolition and removal off site of all
material and infrastructure for existing
roadways and parking lots

1000

sm

$

15.00

$

15,000.00

$

15,000.00

1.3

Clearing and Grubbing (Soccer Area)

1

ls

$ 15,000.00

$

15,000.00

$

15,000.00

1.4

Demolition Total

$

78,000.00

$

78,000.00

2.0

PLANT MATERIAL
500.00

$

27,000.00

$

27,000.00

$ 15,000.00

$

54,000.00

$

17,998.20

$

$

5,000.00

$

5,000.00

$

86,000.00

$

49,998.20

3,000.00

$

9,000.00

$

9,000.00

$

125,000.00

$

9,000.00

$

525,000.00

2.1
2.2
2.3

Supply and install 60mm cal trees
including watering, planting soil, mulch.
Supply and install plant material for
proposed planting enhancements.
Review of Landscape / Forest
Management Plan.

54

each

3.6

ha

1

allow

$

5,000.00

AMOUNT

Immediately

$

-

$

10+ Years

-

$

-

$

17,999.82

$

17,998.20

$

17,999.82

$

17,998.20

$

9,000.00

$

262,500.00

Plant Material Total

3.0

STRUCTURES AND FURNITURE

3.1

Supply and install Soccer Goal Posts

3

pairs

3.2

Supply and install Play Equipment

1

ls

$ 125,000.00

$

125,000.00

3.3

Supply and install 1.2 metre high page
wire fence

600

lm

$

50.00

$

30,000.00

3.4

Homestead Hub Landmark Building,
with washrooms, meeting space, &
outdoor pavillion.

350

sm

$

1,500.00

$

525,000.00

3.5

The Shed Interpretive Centre

175

sm

$

1,500.00

$

262,500.00

3.6

Supply and install trail signage.

1

allow

$ 20,000.00

$

20,000.00

$

2,100.00

$

6,000.00

$

6,000.00

$

5,900.00

3.7

Supply and install Park Benches

25

each

$

800.00

$

20,000.00

$

2,000.00

$

6,000.00

$

6,000.00

$

6,000.00

3.8

Supply and install Garbage Receptacles

1

allow

$ 20,000.00

$

20,000.00

$

1,000.00

$

10,000.00

$

9,000.00

$

-

5-10 Years

2.4

$

$

1-5 years

12,000.00

NO.

ITEM

QUANTITY

UNIT

UNIT PRICE

AMOUNT

3.9

Park Entry feature columns

13

each

$

3,000.00

$

39,000.00

3.10

Supply and install bicycle rack

4

each

$

800.00

$

3,200.00

3.11

Park Educational / Interpretive signage

1

ls

$ 10,000.00

$

10,000.00

3.12

Install On/Off Leash Signs

1

ls

$

4,000.00

$

4,000.00

3.13

Miscellaneous dog park furnishings

1

ls

$ 10,000.00

$

10,000.00

3.14

Structures and Furniture Total

$

1,077,700.00

4.0

ROUGH GRADING, TOPSOIL, AND
FINISH GRADING. (For Soccer Fields)

3.50 $

5.0

SURFACING

5.1

Sodding: supply and install including all
necessary amendments (for soccer
fields).

5.2
5.3
5.4

Supply and install concrete curb,
including all appurtenances.
Add limestone screenings/mulch on
existing trail loops. (primary trails)
Add limestone screenings/mulch on
existing trail loops.

Immediate
$

5,000.00

1-5 Years
$

20,600.00

$

11,700.00

$

3,200.00

$

2,500.00

$

5,000.00

$

722,600.00

$

311,700.00

$

29,300.00

122,500.00

$

122,500.00

$

136,440.00

$

136,440.00

$

60,000.00

$

60,000.00

$

196,440.00

$

196,440.00

24,100.00

2,000.00

$

5,000.00

$

$

11,700.00

2,500.00

2,000.00

5,000.00

$

10+ Years

$

$

$

5-10 Years

35000

sm

35000

sm

$

3.50

$

122,500.00

$

122,500.00

1050

lm

$

75.00

$

78,750.00

$

78,750.00

9096

sm

$7.50

$

68,220.00

$

68,220.00

3454

sm

$7.50

$

25,905.00

$

20,905.00

5.5

Supply and install medium duty asphalt
onto existing limestone screenings trail.

9096

sm

$30.00

$

272,880.00

5.6

Supply and install medium duty asphalt
parking lot, including all granulars and
appurtenances.

6296

sm

$45.00

$

283,320.00

5.7

Supply and install of boardwalks for wet
trail areas, including all appurtenances.

1

allow

$120,000.00

$

120,000.00

5.8

Supply and install seed mixture for
butterfly meadow, including topsoil and
dressing, fertilizer and watering.

1.5

ha

$10,000.00

$

15,000.00

5.9

Surfacing Total

$

986,575.00

$

5,000.00

$

$

5,000.00

283,320.00

$

15,000.00

$

588,695.00

NO.
6.0
6.1
6.2
6.3

ITEM

QUANTITY

UNIT

UNIT PRICE

AMOUNT

Immediate

1-5 Years

12

each

$

2,400.00

$

28,800.00

$

28,800.00

50

lm

$

150.00

$

7,500.00

$

7,500.00

272

lm

$

150.00

$

40,800.00

$

40,800.00

272

lm

$

150.00

$

40,800.00

$

40,800.00

Supply and install catchbasins per
OPSD 705.010 including all granulars
Supply and install water supply to Dog
Park.
Supply and Install water supply to
maintenance building

6.4

Supply and install sanitary service to
maintenance building

6.5

Supply and install maintenance holes
per OPSD 701.010 including all
granulars and appurtenances.

4

each

$

4,100.00

$

16,400.00

$

16,400.00

6.6

Supply and install 250 diameter PVC
drainpipe including all granulars and

500

lm

$

115.00

$

57,500.00

$

57,500.00

6.7

Break into existing CBMH and connect
new drainpipe.

2

each

$

1,100.00

$

2,200.00

$

2,200.00

6.8

Install Water Service

1

allow

$ 15,000.00

$

15,000.00

$

15,000.00

6.9

Supply and install 150mm diameter Big
'O' perforated drainage tubing including

1950

lm

$

$

64,350.00

$

64,350.00

6.10

Servicing Total

$

273,350.00

$

273,350.00

7.0

LIGHTING

7.1

Supply and install parking lot lighting

12

ea

$

5,000.00

$

60,000.00

$

60,000.00

7.2

Supply and install soccer field lighting,
including footings. (2 fields)

1

ls

$ 120,000.00

$

120,000.00

$

120,000.00

7.3

Supply and install all electrical conduit,
wiring, and related work for lights,
including transformer, electric service

1

ls

$ 75,000.00

$

75,000.00

$

75,000.00

7.4

Lighting Total

$

255,000.00

$

255,000.00

8.0
9.0

5-10 Years

10+ Years

SERVICING

IRRIGATION (Fields and Park Areas)
including water chamber, electric
Archaeological Phase II study for
Developed Area

33.00

$

$

-

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

1

ls

40,000 $

40,000.00

$

40,000.00

1

ls

10,000 $

10,000.00

$

10,000.00

SUBTOTAL

$

2,929,125.00

$

29,100.00

$

2,140,143.20

$

526,139.82

$

243,738.20

10% CONTINGENCY

$

292,912.50

$

2,910.00

$

214,014.32

$

52,613.98

$

24,373.82

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST

$

3,222,037.50

$

32,010.00

$

2,354,157.52

$

578,753.80

$

268,112.02

TOTAL PROJECT

Design and Engineering (7-10%)

$ 225,542.63

$

322,203.75

Total Immediate
Priority

Total 1-5 years

$

235,415.75

Total 5-10 Years

$

57,875.38

Total 10+ Years

$
26,811.20
Volunteer/Donation/
Partnership/Sponsorship
Opportunities
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INTRODUCTION
This report involves the Stage 1 archaeological assessment for the Harmony Valley
Conservation Area Master Plan, in the City of Oshawa, Regional Municipality of
Durham.
The City of Oshawa acquired the conservation area from the Central Lake Ontario
Conservation Authority (CLOCA) in 2004. The CLOCA purchased the lands in 1968
and in 1977 prepared a Master Plan for the site now known today as the Harmony Valley
Conservation Area. Today, remnants of the Conservation Area (buildings, trails,
bridges), falling within the designated Master Plan lands, are in poor condition and not to
current standards. The City of Oshawa has, therefore, commissioned a new park Master
Plan to assist in improving, expanding and enhancing hiking, recreational and educational
opportunities that the Harmony Valley Conservation Area can provide.
The study area, located on Grandview Street North between Rossland Road East and
Taunton Road East, measures approximately 70-acres in size and contains a significant
portion of tableland to the north as well as two significant woodlots (see Figures 1 and
2). The purpose of this document is to determine if any archaeological impacts will occur
within the Harmony Valley Conservation Area, through the implementation of a new
Master Plan and subsequent construction activities.

1

Co-ordinating the preparation of a new Master Plan for the Harmony Valley
Conservation Area is Marshall Macklin Monaghan, of Thornhill, Ontario. Marshall
Macklin Monaghan, on behalf of the City of Oshawa, retained Archeoworks Inc. to
conduct a Stage 1 archaeological assessment of the Conservation Area. The Stage 1
research, reported herein, was conducted under the project direction of Ms. Kim Slocki.
This study was conducted in accordance with the Ontario Heritage Act (1990) under an
archaeological consulting licence (P029) issued to Kim Slocki.

Figure 1: 1:50,000 Map Illustrating Study Area (Oshawa 30 M/15)
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Figure 2: Harmony Valley Previous Conceptual Master Plan Development
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PROJECT APPROACH
Project approach encompasses all archaeological research that can be conducted without
physical site testing. This research was undertaken to identify archaeological sites within
the proposed Master Plan study area and to assess the area’s archaeological potential.

1) Registered Archaeological Sites
In order that an inventory of archaeological resources could be compiled for this study
area, two sources of information were consulted: the site record forms for registered sites
housed at the Ministry of Culture (MCL) and published and unpublished documentary
sources. Additionally, Table 2 provides useful information in placing each documented
site in the proper context by reviewing the cultural history of occupation in southern
Ontario.

2) Physiographic Description and Precontact Potential
An investigation of the study area’s physiography was conducted by reviewing The
Physiography of Southern Ontario (3rd Edition), a volume published by the Ministry of
Natural Resources and authored by L.J. Chapman and D.F. Putnam. This investigation is
conducted to aid the researcher in developing an argument for archaeological potential
based on the environmental conditions of the study area. Environmental factors such as
close proximity to water, soil type, and nature of the terrain, for example, can be used as
predictors to determine where human occupation may have occurred in the past.

3) Review of Historical Land Use and Potential
To assess a site’s potential for the recovery of historic remains, several types of
documents are reviewed in order to gain an understanding of the land-use history. These
include early surveyor’s maps as well as the Illustrated Historical Atlases for the
Counties of Ontario. It should be noted, however, that not every feature of interest would
have been illustrated on the cartographic information sources, as no map should be
considered definitive. Provided in this section is a brief summary of 19th century EuroCanadian occupation, specific to the study area.

4) Field Review

3

The final section of a Stage 1 investigation includes site visit information. While we visit
the study area to review the physiography of the land, this visual inspection is also
necessary to examine the conditions of the study area (ie: disturbed, low and wet,
undulating).
Select areas of disturbance will be photo-documented and this
documentation will be included in the final report. These photos help confirm the
background research establishing the archaeological potential for the study area.
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1) Registered Archaeological Sites

Cultural Affiliation

Type
Findspot
Undetermined
Undetermined
Village
Findspot
Homestead?
Homestead?
Findspot
Findspot
Findspot
Findspot

The study area under review is located within Borden Block AlGr. According to the
Ministry of Culture site registry files, a total of 11 archaeological sites have been
registered within a 2-kilometre radius of the subject lands, however, all of these sites are
located outside the study area boundaries. These sites are listed below in Table 1.

Name

Table 1: Sites within 2.0 Kilometres of the Study Area
Borden #
Mrs. Bennett
Grandview Street
Grandview

AlGq-35
AlGr-109
AlGr-3
AlGr-59

Undetermined
Undetermined Precontact
Late Archaic
Late Woodland, Late Middle
Iroquoian
Prehistoric
Euro-Canadian
Euro-Canadian
Paleo-Indian, Hi-Lo
Prehistoric
Prehistoric
Prehistoric

AlGr-60
AlGr-61
AlGr-62
AlGr-63
AlGr-83
AlGr-84
AlGr-86

Attributes

Side-notched, corner notched, bifurcatebase

8,000 - 4,500 BP

9,500 - 8,000 BP
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Having noted the presence of these sites in close proximity to the study area, it may be
useful to place each site in the proper context by reviewing the cultural history of
occupation in Southern Ontario provided in Table 2 below.

Date Range

Table 2: History of Occupation in Southern Ontario

11,000 – 10,400 BP

Archaeological Culture

Gainey, Barnes, Crowfield

10,400 - 9,500 BP

Period

Early
Holcombe, Hi-Lo, Lanceolate

PALEO-INDIAN

Late

Early

Otter Creek, Brewerton

Introduction of pottery, burial
ceremonialism; panregional trade
networks

Small nomadic hunter-gatherer
bands; first notched and stemmed
points, and ground stone celts.
Small territorial hunter-gatherer
bands; wider variety of ground
stone tools; first copper tools;
bone tools
More numerous territorial huntergatherer bands; increasing use of
exotic materials and artistic items
for grave offerings; regional trade
networks

Small nomadic hunter-gatherer
bands. Fluted projectile points
Small nomadic hunter-gatherer
bands. Lanceolate projectile
points

Middle

4,500 - 2,800 BP

ARCHAIC

Late

2,800 - 2,000 BP

Narrow, Broad and Small Points
Normanskill, Lamoka, Genesee, Adder
Orchard etc.

Meadowood, Middlesex

WOODLAND
Early

Stage 1 AA for the Harmony Valley Conservation Area Master Plan

Middle

Algonquian, Iroquoian

Algonquian, Iroquoian

Point Peninsula

600 - 400 BP

700 - 600 BP

1,200 – 700 BP

2,000 - 1,200 BP

Archeoworks Inc.

Late

Algonquian, Iroquoian

Huron, Odawa, Algonquin
AD 1650 - 1800s

AD 1600-1650

European immigrant settlements

Migrations and resettlement

Tribal displacements

Cultural and ideological
influences from Ohio Valley
complex societies; incipient
horticulture
Transition to larger settlements
and agriculture
Establishment of large palisaded
villages (Iroquoian)
Tribal differentiation and warfare
(Iroquoian)

Early
Six Nations Iroquois, Ojibway, Algonquin
AD 1800 - present

HISTORIC

Late
Euro-Canadian

2) Physiographic Description and Precontact Potential
The study area is located within the Iroquois Plain physiographic region of Southern
Ontario, which includes the lowland bordering Lake Ontario that was inundated by a
body of water known as Lake Iroquois, when the last glacier was receding. Its old
shorelines, including cliffs, bars, beaches, and boulder pavements are easily identifiable
features, while the undulating till plains above stand in strong contrast to the lake bottom
which has been smoothed by wave action or lacustrine deposits. The Iroquois plain
extends around the western part of Lake Ontario, from the Niagara River to the Trent
River, and conditions in the lake plain vary greatly. Our study area falls within the
section between Scarborough and Newcastle. Across the Regional Municipality of
Durham, the Iroquois plain has a fairly constant pattern. The old shoreline is well marked
by bluffs or gravel bars, while immediately below it is a strip of boulder pavement and
sandy offshore deposits, which varies from one half to three miles in width. Fairly level
and often poorly drained, this coarse sandy soil is not very productive and much of it is
covered by cedar thicket. The two most important soils of this area are the Darlington and
Newcastle loams (Chapman & Putnam, 1984).
Specifically, the Harmony Valley Conservation Area is composed of varying terrain
including flat tablelands which were originally beneath the former Lake Iroquois, and
steep slopes and low-lying floodplain carved out by Harmony Creek (CLOCA, 1977).
The study area is bounded on the north by the Lake Iroquois shoreline and in the
southeast by a maple beech woodlot (CLOCA, 1999).
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In terms of archeological potential, potable water is arguably the single most important
resource necessary for any extended human occupation or settlement. As water sources
have remained relatively stable in southern Ontario since post-glacial times, proximity to
water can be regarded as a useful index for the evaluation of archaeological site potential.
Indeed, distance from water has been one of the most commonly used variables for
predictive modeling of site location.
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The Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Recreation (now the Ministry of Culture) primer on
archaeology, land use planning and development in Ontario stipulates that undisturbed
lands within 300 metres of a primary water source, and undisturbed lands within 200
metres of a secondary water source, are considered to be of high archaeological potential
(1997: pp.12-13). As such, with Harmony Creek bisecting the study area and the former
Lake Iroquois shoreline bordering the study area, we find significant potential for the
location and recovery of prehistoric Aboriginal archaeological resources within the study
area boundaries in undisturbed locations (see Figure 3).

Figure 3: Areas of Historic and Prehistoric potential
Stage 1 AA for the Harmony Valley Conservation Area Master Plan
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3) Review of Historical Land Use and Potential
In 1977, the CLOCA prepared a Master Plan report for the Harmony Valley Conservation
Area. Based on “A Topical Organization of Ontario History” created by the Historical
Sites Branch, Division of Parks in 1972, they declared that the area had very little
historical significance; therefore historic criteria were not included in this Master Plan
(CLOCA, 1977).
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A review of the Illustrated Historical Atlas of Ontario County, 1877 as well as records
contained at the Archives of Ontario, however, indicates that high potential for the
recovery of historic remains does exist within this area, in and around the location of the
former historic structures illustrated in Figures 3 and 4. The 1877 Atlas indicates that the
Conservation Area, located within part of Lots 1 and 2, Concession 3, Township of East
Whitby, was inhabited by C. White and Mrs. Stephenson. Two structures existed within
the study area boundaries in 1877, both within Lot 2, inhabited by Mrs. Stephenson (see
Figures 3&4). Further research conducted at the Archives of Ontario revealed that while
this land was first issued to Abraham Farewell (The Land Patent Record lists this
transaction as having taken place in 1830 [50 acres, north quarter], however the Abstract
Index to Deeds lists this transaction in 1855 [70 acres]), it was purchased in 1856 by John
Stephenson. Various other transactions occurred after this date but the Stephenson name
remains among them until at least 1901, thus, associating the two former historic
structures with the Stephenson family. The 1860 Tremaine Map of Ontario County also
shows the Lot as being inhabited by Mrs. Stephenson, although no structures were
illustrated at that time. While these structures are no longer extant, the potential for
encountering historic remains associated with the occupation of the Stephenson family in
these locations is high.

Figure 4: Historical Review of Study Area: Township East Whitby 1877
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4) Field Review
A field review of the Harmony Valley Conservation Area study area was conducted on
November 8th and 14th, 2005 to identify and describe high potential areas requiring
additional archaeological research and low potential areas not warranting further
archaeological concern. The weather was sunny and cool with temperatures averaging 10
degrees on both days. The entire study area was visually inspected and photodocumented.

Harmony Valley Conservation Area
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The Harmony Valley Conservation Area is comprised of a mixture of hardwood forest in
the southern portion, scrub in the northern portion, as well as marshy and wooded
floodplain. Disturbances were minimal and include only the structures associated with the
conservation area itself, such as a comfort station (Plate 1), bridges (Plate 2), picnic areas
(Plate 3), pole lights (Plate 4), washrooms, trails and a laneway and parking lot (Plates
5&6). Harmony Creek flows through the study area from eastern edge down to the
southwest corner (Plate 7). Additionally, a TransCanada Pipeline corridor bisects the
northern part of the study area (Plate 8). With the exception of these minor
physiographic features and disturbances, the remainder of the Conservation Area will
require further Stage 2 testing should it be disturbed by construction activities associated
with the new Master Plan, particularly the high potential areas illustrated in Figure 3.
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5) Conclusions & Recommendations
A Stage 1 archaeological assessment of the Harmony Valley Conservation Area Master
Plan study area, in the City of Oshawa, Regional Municipality of Durham, was conducted
on November 8th and 14th, 2005. Based on the visual documentation of suitable
topography, historical and Native documentation and the immediate proximity of
Harmony Creek, significant sub-surface prehistoric Aboriginal and 19th century
Aboriginal and Euro-Canadian sites may be discovered at any undisturbed location
within the study area boundaries. As such, the following recommendations are presented:
1. All proposed development activities in the undisturbed areas listed above will
require a Stage 2 archaeological field assessment to minimize impacts to heritage
resources. Should significant archaeological resources be encountered, additional
background research or fieldwork may be required by the Ministry of Culture.
2. In the event that deeply buried archaeological remains are encountered during
construction activities, the office of the Regulatory & Operations Group, Ministry
of Culture should be contacted immediately.
3. In the event that human remains are encountered during land development, both
the Ministry of Culture and the Registrar or Deputy Registrar of the Cemeteries
Regulation Unit of the Ministry of Consumer and Business Services should be
contacted immediately.
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Under Section 6 of Regulation 881 of the Ontario Heritage Act, Archeoworks Inc. will,
“keep in safekeeping all objects of archaeological significance that are found and all field
records that are made.”
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APPENDIX: PLATES
Plate 1: Looking northeast at comfort station
Plate 2: Looking southeast at bridge
Plate 3: Looking southeast at picnic area
Plate 4: Looking east at pole lights and trail
Plate 5: Looking north at parking lot
Plate 6: Looking east at entrance to park
Plate 7: Looking southwest at Harmony Creek

Plate 1

Plate 4

Plate 2

Plate 8: TransCanada Pipeline

Plate 3
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Plate 7

Plate 5

Plate 8

Plate 6
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